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INTRODUCTION
This report analyzes possible engine cycles to be used with a Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) direct nuclear propulsion rocket system. Direct nuclear propulsion enables the achievement of very high specific impulses by heating a
working fluid to high temperatures in a nuclear reactorand expanding the hot gas through an exhaust nozzle. The
PBR has a much higher power density than current reactor designs, thus allowing the reactor to be smaller and
lighter. This makes the PBR ideal for applications in space propulsion. The analyses are conducted for two possible missions: a low earth orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO) orbital transfer vehicle (OTV)
and a transfer vehicle for a manned mission to Mars.
This study indicates that a regeneratively cooled aluminum nozzle can be sufficiently cooled to allow its use
with a PBR rocket engine. This result is based on nozzle heating due to hot exhaust gases at a maximum chamber
temperature and nuclear heating effects. The highest temperatures occur at the nozzle throat, where a composite or alloy coating could protect the aluminum. Further investigation of nozzle cooling should include modeling
the nozzle with more nodes, and including more accurate dimensions for the nozzle wall thicknesses and coolant
flow passages.
The study also indicates that an expander cycle with a cooled aluminum nozzle can operate with a high pressure
PBR at realistic TPA efficiencies. Further investigation should include the improvements to the regeneratively
cooled nozzle model and more accurate performance maps for the TPA components.
lie system modeling conducted in this study at steady-state indicates that for a possible manned mission to
Mars an expander cycle with a cooled aluminum nozzle would minimize the initial mass in earth orbit required for
the mission, and that for a LEO to GEO orbital transfer vehicle a hot gas bleed cycle with an uricooled carboncarbon nozzle would maximize the useful payload delivered to geosynchronous equatorial orbit. Further analyses
of engine cycles should include transient modeling of the cycles and a better model for the Particle Bed Reactor.
Transient analysis may indicate other considerations, such as start-up time or failure modes, which may affect the
engine cycle choice.
Why Use Nuclear Propulsion?
Direct nuclear propulsion is not a new idea, but was studied from 1955 to 1972 in the Nuclear Engine for Rocket
Vehicle Applications (NERVA) test program. This program demonstrated the feasibility of direct nuclear propulsion and proved the capability of achieving very high specific impulses. The specific impulse (I,p) of a rocket is
defined as the thrust developed by the rocket divided by the weight flow rate of propellant. Therefore, a rocket
with a high I.p will need less fuel weight than a rocket with a lower Isp to perform the same mission. Ibis allows a
greater percent of the initial mass of the rocket to be useful payload. The specific impulse of a rocket is directly
proportional to the square root of the nozzle inlet temperature and inversely proportional to the square root of
the propellant molecular mass (Ref. 1, 40). The Isp of chemical rocket engines is limited by the relatively high
molecular masses of the combustion products. Advanced liquid propellants and solid propellants have a maximum ls, of about 475 seconds and 325 sec, respectively (Ref. 2, 1). However, since direct nuclear propulsion works
by simply heating a working fluid in a suitable reactor, any gas can be used as a propellant. Hydrogen is an ideal
candidate since it has the lowest molecular mass of any gas. Hydrogen engines can achieve an Ip of 1000 sec or
more at a temperature of 3000 Kelvin. Propulsion systems which do not use thermal expansion of a gas in a
nozzle, such as electric propulsion, can achieve even higher specific impulses (4000-25000 see) (Ref. 1, 31). flowever, the thrust level achievable by such systems is typically less than 1 Newton (Ref 1, 9) due to power supply
limitations, resulting in extremely long trip times. Direct nuclear propulsion, though, is not limited in thrust. The
increased performance of direct nuclear propulsion can be seen in Fig. 1. For a typical LEO to GEO transfer
requiring approximately 14,000 ft/sec velocity change (Ref. 3) direct nuclear propulsion can place nearly twice as
much payload as a liquid propellant rocket and three times the payload of a solid propellant rocket in GEO for the

same initial mass and assuming a single stage system. For a possible manned mission to Mars, which would require about 60,000 ft/sec Delta V (Ref. 3) the increased performance of direct nuclear propulsion could rcturn
well over ten times the payload to earth orbit than the most ac'anced chemical rockets for the same initial weight.
Or, for the same payload weight, the chemical rocket would have to be more than ten times as massive at the
beginning of the mission.
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PROPULSION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Particle Bed Reactor Concept
'hc particle bed reactor is a nuclear reactor concept being designed by Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) (Ref. 4). Unlike the NERVA reactors in which the propellant flowed axially through long fuel elements
consisting of uranium carbide kernels embedded in graphite, the propellant in a PBR flows radially through a
porous bed of small fuel particles. This design has much more surface area per volume of fuel than the NERVA
designp, which allows the heat from the fission process to be transferred more efficiently to the propellant, resulting in a higher powerdensity. The PBR has an achievable power density of about 40 MegaWatts/liter compared to
only 4 MW/I for the most advanced NERVA reactors. The high power density in turn greatly reduces the size of
the PBR engine compared to the relatively large and heavy NERVA engines. This is the.primawy motivation for
developing the PBR.
The PBR core consists of fuel elements (the number is dependent on the desired power level) arranged in a
hexagonal pattern. The fuel elements are embedded in a moderator and contained within a pressure vessel.
Each fuel element (Figs. 2 [Ref 101 & 3 [Ref 41) is annular in shape with a 6.5 cm outside diameter. The bed of fuel
particles is contained between two coaxial porous frits. The propellant flows into the inlet plenum from the surrounding channels and passes radially through the inlet or cold frit. The propellant is heated by the fuel particles
and passes through the outlet or hot frit, which also forms the outlet plenum for the hot gas. The gas flows axially
down the plenums and enters the exhaust nozzle.
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Fig. 2 Fuel Element Design
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There are several materials issues which must be addressed before the PBR can be built. The gas temperature
needed to achieve 1000 sec Isp is on the order of 3000 K, which is several hundred Kelvin above the temperatures

in the NERVA reactors. The PBR, as well as other reactor designs, will need to incoporate materials which can
withstand these high temperatures. In the PBR, the critical structure is the hot frits. A design requirement
unique to the PBR is that the cold and hot frits will need to be both porous toallow the flow of the propellant and
sufficiently strong to maintain the integrity of the fuel elements. The current design calls for the cold frit to be
made of porous aluminum and the hot frit
to be made of a carbon composite.

Exhaust Nozzle
Another area where material selection is a concern is the exhaust nozzle. The nozzle will not only be subjected
to the hot gas exiting the PBR at approximately 3000 K, but will also be subjected to significant radiation heating
due to is close proximity to the high power density reactor. BNL is currently considering using an uncooled
carbon-carbon composite nozzle rather than a regencratively cooled aluminum or aluminum alloy nozzle. This
choice, isbased on the lighter weight and reduced complexity of an uncooled c)mposite nozzle. In addition, analyses at IINL indicate that regenerative cooling may not be sufficient to keep the aluminum at an acceptable temperature due to higher nuclear heating of aluminum and its relatively low melting pIint (934 K). However, it has
not yet been demonstrated that a carbon-carbon nozzle can withstand the high temperature exhaust gases without significant regression of the noazle material. This report analyzes engine cycles using both aluminum and
carbon-carbon nozzles.
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There are several materials issues which must be addressed before the PBR can be built. The gas temperature
needed to achieve 1000 sec Isp is on the order of 3000 K, which is several hundred Kelvin above the temperatures
in the NERVA reactors. The PBR, as well as other reactor designs, will need to incoporate materials which can
withstand these high temperatures. In the PBR, the critical structure is the hot frits. A design requirement
unique to the PBR is that the cold and hot frits will need to be both porous to allow the flow of the propellant and
sufficiently strong to maintain the integrity of the fuel elements. The current design calls for the cold frit to be
made of porous aluminum and the hot frt to be made of a carbon composite.

Exhaust Nozzle
Another area where material selection is a concern is the exhaust nozzle. The nozzle will not only be subjected
to the hot gas exiting the PBR at approximately 3000 K, but will also be subjected to significant radiation heating
due to iks close proximity to the high power density reactor. BNL is currently considering using an uncooled
carbon-carbon composite nozzle rather than a regeneratively cooled aluminum or aluminum alloy nozzle. This
choice is based on the lighter weight and reduced complexity of an uncooled composite nozzle. In addition, analyses at IINL indicate that regenerative cooling may not be sufficient to keep the aluminum at an acceptable temperature due to higher nuclear heating of aluminum and its relatively low melting point (934 K). However, it has
not yet been demonstrated that a carbon-carbon nozzle can withstand the high temperature exhaust gases without significant regression of the no;,zle material. This report analyzes engine cycles using both aluminum and
carbon-carbon nozzles.
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Propellant
As previously discussed, hydrogen provides the highest possible specific impulse of any gaseous propellant.
'Therefore, hydrogen isthe current propellant of choice for the PBR rocket, and will be used in the analyses in this
report. The hydrogen will need to be stored as a liquid at cryogenic temperatures, and due to its low density, the
necessary propellant tanks will need to be quite large, especially for a Mars mission. Other propellante which are
easier to store such as carbon dioxide, methane, ammonia, or even water could also be used. In order to reduce
the amount of propellant needed for the Mars mission, it is theoretically possible to take advantage of the flexibility of direct nuclear propulsion by refueling at Mars with carbon dioxide, the primary component of the Martian
atmosphere. Carbon dioxide would delivera smaller !j, but its use would eliminate the need to take enough fuel
for a round trip. Other issues exist in using CO2 (and other propellants), though, such as coking of any carbon
components and oxidation of components due to the dissociation of the carbon and oxygen at the high tiemperatures in the PBR. Therefore, in order to use CO 2 or other gases as a propellant, the reactor components would
have to be redesigned.
Power Level
Onc of the initial BNL PBR designs for a hydrogen rocket OTV was a 19 element 150 MWjhennaI reactor with a
propellant mass flow rate of 3.8 kg/sec and a reactor inlet pressure of 61 atmospheres (Ref. 4,131). These are the
baseline parameters to be used for the analysis of the LEO to GEO OTV mission. Scale-up of the OTV design
parameters for a possible Mars mission would require 37 fuel elements producing a 2000 MWt reactor with a
propellant flow rate of about 40 kg/sec. The final propellant temperature for both power levels isdesigned to be
3000 K (Ref. 5).
ENGINE CYCLES

The overall goal of an engine cycle is to insure the proper flow of propellant through the heating device. For
engines operating at high mass flow rates or high pressures, a turbopump is almost always used to increase the
propellant pressure from its storage value to the necessary chamber pressure. Power to run the turbopump is
most often provided by a gas turbine operating on part of the propellant flow. The engine cycles which can be
used with a PBR are limited because of the absence of combustible propellants; gas generators orpre-combustors
cannot be used to provide the high energy gas needed to run the turbine. There are two basic eagine cycles which
can be used with a PBR: the hot gas bleed cycle and the topping or expander cyvlc.

Hot Gas Bleed Cycle
The hot gas bleed cycle operates the turbopump .ssembly (l'PA) by bleeding off a small amount of hot gas from
the chamber (reactor) outlet and expanding it through a high pressure ratio gas turbine. Since the gas at the
turbine outlet will necessarily be lower in pressure than the reactor inlet pressure, the hot gas exiting the turbine
cannot be fed back into the reactor, and must be exhausted into space. This is the primary drawback of the bleed
cycle since a small percentage of the propellant isnot expanded through the main nozzle, thus reducing theoverall specific impulse and thrust of the rocket engine. This engine cycle can be operated with either an uncooled or
a cooled nozzle, so it is compatible with both the carbon-carbon and aluminum nozzle designs.
-5-
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ULncooled Nozzle
Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a bleed cycle with as uncooled nozzle. The liquid hydrogen propellant is
pumped to the reactor inlet pressure. The flow is split with the majority of the flow entering the PBR. A majority
of that flow is then expanded through the nozzle. A small amount of flow is bled from the reactor outlet and
mixed with a small amount of cold flow. This is to keep the temperature at the gas turbine inlet below the failure
point for the blade material. This gas is then expanded through the turbine and exhausted to space.

L H2

Fig. 4 Hot Gas Bleed Cycle (Uncooled Nozzle)

Cooled Nozzle
Fig. 5 shows a schematic for a bleed cycle with a rcgeneratively cooled nozylc. Thepropcllant is first puroped to
the reactor inlet pressure. The flow is split and part enters the PBR. The remaining flow is pumped to a higher
pressure and fed through the cooling jacket of the nozzle. The pressure loss of the fluid through the cooling
jacket should equal the pressure rise of the second pump. Iliis flow ic FAit and most is mixed with the cold flow
and fed into the reactor. The remaining flow is mixed with hot gas bled from the reactor outlet to reduce its
temperature and expanded through the gas turbine. The main flow through the reactor is expanded through the
main exhaust nozzle.

Expander Cycle
The expandercycle operates by heating part or all of the cold propellant in a regencratively cooled nozzle. This
hot gas is then used to run the gas turbine. If a low pressure ratio turbine is used and the propellant passing
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Fig. 5 Hot Gas Bleed Cycle (Cooled Nozzle)

through the cooling jacket is first pumped to a pressure sufficiently above the chamber pressure, the gas exiting
the turbine can be fed into the reactor with the rest of the propellant. This means that the entire propellant flow
will be fully expanded through the nozzle, maximizing the thrust and specific impulse. Since this cycle uses the
energy gained in the cooling jacket to operate the TPA, it cannot be used with an uncooled carbon-carbon nozzle,
but only with the cooled aluminum nozzle, There are two key issues concerning an expander cycle which need to
b2 addressed in this study. First, can enough enthalpy be gained in the cooling jacket to power the TPA, and
second, can the nozzle be sufficiently cooled by the propellant to prevent failure. Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the
expander cycle. The propellant is first pumped to the reactor inlet pressure. The flow is split and the main flow
enters the reactor. The remainder of the flow passes through a second pump and enters the nozzle cooling jacket.
The hot gas is then expanded through the gas tuibine. The pressure losses in the cooling jacket and turbine
should equal the pressure rise in the second pump. The gas exiting the turbine is then fed into the PBR with the
cold gas. The entire flow through the reactor is then expinded through the exhaust nozzle.
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Fig. 6 Expander Cycle

ANALYSIS APPROACH
In order to analyze the performance of th~e different engine cycles it was necessary to find a way to accurately
model thc thermnodynanmics of the systems, The System Analysis Language 'fl-anslabor Code (SALT) (Ref 6) developed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for use in analyzing fossil fuels and adapted by the Phillips Laboratory (PL) for rocket engine systems was chosen. The SALT code uses a modular approach which allows the
flexibility of modeling different systems by simply rearranging the order of the modules and also allows the user to
add new modules. T'here arc two versions of the SALT code. The first is designed for steady-state analyses and
the other is designed for dynamic analyses. While the analyses in this report are conducted at steady-statc, the
dynamic version of SALI'was chosen. This version has more complex and accurate models than the steady-state
code, and has the ability to operate in a steady-state mode.

The SALT Code
"'heSALT code is written inC + + and makes extensive use of the C+ + concept of classes. A class is simply a
data structure containing data and functions to manipulate the data (Ref. 6, 2). There are four types of classes
used in the dynamic version of SALT The class types are mathematical utility classes, flow type classes, shaft type
classes and model classes. The mathematical utility classes are used to set up system constraints, optimizations,
and ordinary differential equations. The flow type classes are used to save and transfer the gas flow properties
between the model classes. The shaft type classes do the same for models which have a shaft input or output such
asa pump orgas turbine. The model classes are used to simulate the individual components of the rocket system.
The dynamic model classes which were available at the start of this study are very briefly discussed below (the
C + + class name is in capital letters). The GAS model is used to initiate a gas flow at specified conditions. The
type of gas must also be specified so that its thermodynamic properties can be retrieved. The properties used for
this study were from the Joint Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force (JANNAF) database which uses equations of state.
The SHaFT model initiates a shaft flow for use with work producing or consuming models. The SPlitter model
splits a flow into two separate flows. The split ratio can be fixed or allowed to vary to meet some system constraint.
The MiXer model combines two flows. The flows are constrained to be the same pressure in the steady-state
mode since a low pressure flow could not flow into a higher pressure region. The Heater model transfers heat
into or out of a gas flow. The REACtor model simulates a very general pin-type reactor and is primarily just a
heat exchanger. The Gas Turbine model works as a simple expansion device for the flow and produces work to
drive the shaft. The expansion is at a given pressure ratio and efficiency. The ComPressor models a gas compression process at a given pressure ratio and efficiency and consumes work. The PUMP model consumes work to
increase the pressure of a liquid flow by a given pressure rise. The gas turbine, compressor, and pump require
performance maps to operate. Generic data maps provided by ANL were used in this study. The Pipe model
simulates flow through a pipe. The VALVe models a simple valve with a given pressure drop. The MOTbr and
GENerator models represent a motor and generator. The CoN'1f"oLler model simulates a proportional-integral-derivative controller which can be used to control a variable of some other model. The EXhaust NoZzle
models the expansion of flow through a nozzle with a given efficiency, The model also calculates the thrust and
specific impulse developed by the nozzle.

SALT Code Amendments
As previously discussed, one of the advantages of using the SALT code is the ability to easily add or change
model classes to suit the particular needs of the user. This was accomplished in order to better model the engine
cycles to be used with the PBR.

Exhaust Nozzle
The exhaust nozzle model originally calculated the exit area based on a desired exit pressure. It was decided
that the expansion ratio of the nozzle would be a better input parameter. This allows the user to model the nozzle
based on its size and not a performance characteristic. In the steady-state mode, the throat area is still calculated
to produce sonic (choked) flow at the throat, The exit area is then found by simply multiplying the expansion ratio
by the throat area.

PBR
The SALT code does not have an accurate representation of the PBR. Developing a model of the thermohydraulics of the PBR was beyond the scope of this study. In fact, the complete thermohydraulics modeling is still
under development by BNL. The major issue in the model development is the large degree of coupling among
the system components, so that a large number of iterations are necessary. In test runs using the available reactor
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model, the fuel temperature rose to unreasonable levels (ten times the coolant temperature), so the reactor model was eliminated as even a rough model. Since temperature is the overriding determinant of the specific impulse
for a given propellant and exhaust nozzle, it was decided that as long as the PBR outlet temperature could be
specified, the model would be sufficient for the purposes of this study. The propellant exit temperature from the
PBR is essentially independent of the reactor inlet conditions, (Ref. 5) so a simple heater model was used. The
heater model from the steady-state version of SALT was chosen over the dynamic model due to the ability to
simply input the final propellant temperature.

Regeperatively Cooled Nozzle
The SALT code did not h.ve the ability to simulate the flow of propellant through a regeneratively cooled
nozzle beyond a simple heater or heat exchanger. As previously mentioned, the engine cycle analysis is heavily
dependent on the performance of the cooled nozzle, so it was decided to create a new model class for the simulation. The new class name is RGEN and its computer code is listed in Appendix A.
The model is designed to simulate the heating of coolant in a counter flow cooling jacket due to the hot exhaust
gas flow and also nuclear heating of the nozzle. The methodology of this model was adapted from a regeneratively cooled nozzle model in the Expanded Liquid Engine Simulation (ELES) Computer Program (Ref. 7). The
model divides the nozzle into twelve nodes - two above the throat and ten below the throat - to simplify the
analysis. The model requires that some information be known about the nozzle at each node before it can be
implemented. This information includes the nozzle shape (expansion ratios and surface areas) and heat transfer
coefficients on the hot gas side. Other nozle information needed is the wall thickness between the hot gas and
the coolant, the thermal conductivity of the nozzle material, the nuclear heating rate in the nozzle, the maximum
possible coolant side heat transfer coefficient, 'hc maximum allowable nozzle temperature, and the pressure
drop through the cooling jacket.
The model first calculates the needed coolant side heat transfer coefficients to maintain the nozzle at its maximum allowable temperature for a specified maximum chamber temperr, ure. This temperature should be well
above the full power design temperature to establish a factor of safety in the nozzle design. The necessary heat
transfer at each node is calculated by setting the gas wall temperature to the maximum allowable value. The gas
temperature at the node is determined from isentropic flow relations. These temperatures along with the gas
side heat transfer coefficient (h,)specify the convective heat transfer across the gas side boundary layer according
to the equation:

q

= hg (Tps

-Twall-)

)

Radiative heat transfer from the exhaust gases to the nozzle are assumed to be insignificant. This same heat
must then be conducted across the nozzle wall. Since the thermal conductivity (k), wall thickness (I), and gas side
wall temperature are known, the coolant side wall temperature is specified for the given heat transfer rate from:

q

=

k/I ( T wal-g.

- Twai.cooan

)

2.

T1c coolant temperature at the node is assumed to be uniform and equal to the cooling jacket inlet temperature for the first node, and the exit temperature from the previous node thereafter. 'Ihe coolant side wall temper-

-
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ature, coolant temperature, and heat transfer rate specify the necessary coolant side heat transfer coefficient (hi)
from:

q = h I ( Twa-,.aw

- To

)

3.

A similar process is conducted for the necessary cooling of the nuclear heating inputs to the nozzle. It is assumed that nuclear heating will be uniform thoughout the nozzle and that the effects can be calculated indcpendently from the exhaust gas heating. The magnitude of the nuclear heating can be found from computer models
such as the FEMP2D (Finite Element, Multigroup, Pn, 2-Dimensional) code developed by Sandia National Laboratory. The coolant side wall temperature is set to the maximum allowable wall temperature, and the heat transfer rate can be calculated from the nuclear heating rate per volume and the surface area to volume ratio for the
nozzle material. The necessary coolant side heat transfer coefficient is then specified. The larger of the two heat
tranJer coefficients is taken to be the design value. These values are actually determined by the coolant channel
geometry, so the values specify the design requirements. If the needed heat transfer coefficients exceed the
maximum value which can be designed, the maximum value must be used, and the nozzle will not be sufficiently
cooled. If this is the case, the model will calculate the maximum temperature the nozzle will reach and print an
appropriate warning message. Finally, the heat transfer rate into the coolant, the surface area (A ..
f)available
for heat transfer, the coolant specific heat (Cp), and the coolant mass flow rate (m) is used to calculate the temperature rise for that node by:

5T

=

(q W + q,.,

(CP)

) (A

4.

(m)

The model next calculates the exit conditions of the coolant for the actual operating conditions. An initial
guess of the chamber temperature must be input, but the value used can be forced to match the chamber temperature by using the mathematical utility classes a-vilable. This can be accomplished by allowing the assumed
chamber temperature to vary and constraining it to equal the actual chamber temperature. The design values of
the coolant side heat transfer coefficients are then used to determine the heat transfer rate from the hot gas at
each node by the equation:

q

T

(1/h

- Tc,,

) + (l/k)

)

5.

+ (1/hi)

The heat transfer rate due to nuclear heating is the same as in the first part of the model. These values are then
used to determine the temperature rise at each node. The gas temperature at the cooling jacket exit is therefore
specified. The pressure drop of the propellant through the cooling jacket is determined by simply specifying the
drop as a fraction of the inlet pressure. This is due to the complexity of trying to calculate an actual pressure loss
at each node. Values based on previous experience orprobable worst case approximations should suffice for most
applications. The exit temperature and pressure completely specify the thermodynamic state, and the other
properties are determined by referenchig the thermodynamic database for the particular propellant.
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ENGINE CYCLE MODELING
This section describes specifically the modeling process for the individual engine cycles. The creation of the
necessary computer coding and an explanation of the input parameters are discussed for each cycle.
Bleed Cycle (Uncooled Nezzle)
The hot gas bleed cycle with an uncooled carbon-carbon nozzle was shown in Fig. 4. The equivalent schematic
diagram using the model classes available with the SALT code is shown in Fig. 7. The boxes in Fig, 7 are the
different model classes which simulate the physical components of Fig. 4. The solid lines show the transfer of gas
type flows between the model classes, and the dashed lines show the transfer of shaft type flows. The only difference in the two diagrams is the inclusion of the shaft model class needed to initiate a shaft flow in the SALT
coding. The computer code derived from the block diagram is shown in Appendix B for the 2000 MW PBR and
Appendix C for the 150 MW PBR.

FIg. 7 Bleed Cycle (Uncooled Nozzle)

2000 MW PBR

The first four lines of code are common to all the simulations in this study. The first line indicates which file the
model classes are defined in. The next line creates a conversion factor between Pascals and atmospheres. The
third line defines two task loops for use with the mathematical utility classes, and the fourth line defines the flow
type classes. The first part of the code under the main program defines the input parameters to the model classes.
If values are not specified, default values specified in the individual model codes will be used.
The gas_i model is used to initiate the gas flow. The parameters (named in parentheses) indicate that the fluid
is hydrogen (id) at 20 K (t) and 0.1 MPa (p). The flow rate is 40 kg/sec (m). The quality (q) of the fluid is 0.0 which
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indicates a saturated liquid. The tank exit is 0.1 m in diameter (diam). The flow velocity (v) is defined, but is
actually calculated from the flow rate, density, and tank exit area. The stat equal to 1 indicates that the model
class is operating in a steady state mode, so the mass flow rate is fixed at the given value.
The valvjl model represents the tank shut-off valve. The pressure drop is set to 0.01 which means a pressure
drop of 1% of the inlet pressure. The low pressure drop indicates that the valve is essentially fully open.
The pi l model is simply a pipe connecting the valve to the pump. The num parameter equal to zero indicates
that thermal delays along the length of the pipe will be ignored. The model represents one parallel pipe
(numpar). The pressure drop through the pipe at the rated mass flow rate (rat.m) of 40 kg/sec is 0.01% of the
inlet pressure (rat..pf). The pipe length is 1.0 m, which is not used in calculations at steady-state. The pipe diameter (diam) of 0.1 m was set to keep the flow velocity at a reasonable value.
The pump_1 model represents a pump with a rated pressure rise (rat dp) of 6.0 MPa at the design mass flow
rate (rat-m) of 40 kg/sec. The pump operates at 60006 rpm (rat.rpm) at steady-state with an efficiency (rateft)
of 70%. The pump polar moment of inertia (inertia) is 0.1 kg/m 2 .
The pi2 model, and subsequent pipe models are the same as the first one, with a rated mass appropriate for
that branch of the fluid flow, and a diameter to maintain the flow at reasonable velocities.
The htss_1 model is the heater model taken from the steady-state version of SALT to simulate the temperature rise in the PBR. The flow exit temperature (temp) is 3000 K as previously discussed. The pressure drop
through the PBR (pfrac) is expected to be about 5% (Ref 5).
The sp_2 model represents the bleeding of hot gas from the reactor outlet plenum. The split ratio (sr) is set to
an initial guess of 0.01, meaning that the secondary output flow will have 1%of the inlet mass flow rate. The
diameters are set as with the pipe diameters, with [01 being the primary flow and [ 1] the secondary flow. The stat
option equal to zero indicates that the split ratio will be automatically varied to rect some system constraint.
The exnz_I model simulates the main exhaust nozzle. The nozzle has an 85% efficient (eft) expansion process
and an area ratio (ratio) of 125:1. The stat option equal to zero indicates that the model will vary the throat area to
produce choked flow at the throat for the given mass flow rate.
The valv_2 and subsequent valve models are similar to the first. In the case of valv_2, the pressure drop is
larger since it will later be varied to meet a system constraint.
The mxl1 model represents the mixing of the hot and cold gas flowsbefore it enters the gas turbine. The stat
option equal to 1 indicates that the model will impose a constraint on the system that the two inlet flows be of
equal pressure.
The gtl modcl simulates a gas turbine with an expansion ratio (rat_pr) of 10 and an efficiency (eff) of 80%.
'lhe stat option equal to 1 indicates that the model is operating at steady-state.
The exnz_2 model differs from the first in that its area ratio is 1.0, indicating it does not have a divergent section. This isbecause this nozzle is simply to dump the lowpressure turbine exhaust into space, and is not designed
for thrust.
The spl model represents the splitting of cold gas to be mixed with the hot bleed gas. The split ratio is varied
to maintain the gas turbine inlet temperature at a reasonable level.

-
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The shftl model initiates the shaft type flow at a speed of 60000 rpm.
Ilhe next line opens the performance map files for use with the pump and gas turbine models. The next line
begins the sta task loop, which iterates over the system variables in order to meet any system constraints. The first
line of the sta task loop sets the option for printing the loop variables and sets the accuracy for convergence. The
loop will repeat until the variables converge, exceed specified bounds, or the number of iterations exceed 40. The
first line within the loop creates the first system variable. The valv..2 pressure drop will be varied from 2% to 17%
in order to meet the automatically imposed mixer constraint. The next two variables are the split ratios which are
automatically varied. The corresponding constraints appear at the end of the loop, The first split ratio is constrained so that the gas turbine inlet pressure is 1300 K. This value was chosen as a conservative value to prevent
material failure of the turbine blades. The second split ratio controls the mass flow through the turbine, and is
constrained so that the power produced by the gas turbine equals the power consumed by the pump. The series of
statements in the middl, of the loop are the call statements for the model classes. It is the order of these statements which create the different engine cycles. The .s calls indicate the secondary output flow for a splittcr or the

secondary input flow fot a mixer model. The final line is used to print the results of the simulation.
150 MW PBR
The modeling of the bleed cycle with a carbon-carbon nozzle for the small PBR to be used for an OIV is very
similar to the larger PBR model. The differences are that the mass flow rates are scaled down to 3.8 kg/sec from
40 kg/sec, and the diameters of passages are scaled down appropriately for the smaller flow rates. In addition, the
shaft speed was changed to 30000 rpm.
Bleed Cyde (Cooled Nozzle)
The schematic diagram of a bleed cycle with a regeneratively cooled aluminum nozzle was shown in Fig. 5. The
corresponding block diagram is shown in Fig. 8. The computer codes appear in Appendices D and E for the 2000
MW and 150 MW reactors, respectively. The two power levels will be discussed together and only significant
changes from the previous cycle will be discussed.

Fig. 8 Bleed Cycle (Cooled Nozzle)
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This system includes a sp_3 model which splits a potlion of the propellant flow tobe passed through the cooling
jacket (rgen_l). The split ratio allows 30% of th: flow to pass through the cooling jacket and was not varied since
there was not an additional system constraint. This flow pressure is then increased an additional 4.0 MPa in
pump_2 to overcome pressure losses through the cooling jacket. The input to the rgenI model was quite complex. The maximum chamber temperature is taken as the default value of 3500 K. The initial guess for chamber
temperature (tc) was 3000 K. The maximum allowable wall temperature (twmax) was set to 780 K, which BNL
chose as the maximum safe operating temperature for aluminum. The wall thickness on the gas side of the coolant (1w) was chosen to be 0.25 cm. The rated pressure drop (rat pf) through the jacket at the design mass flow was
conservatively chosen to be 40% of the inlet pressure. This value is typical for very high pressure cooling jackets
(Ref. 3). The stat option equal to 1 indicates that the design mass flow will be determined by the actual mass flow.
The nuclear heating rate for an aluminum nozzle has been found by AL using the FEMP2D code to be approximately 20 W/cm3 for a 400 MW PBR. This value was scaled linearly to produce a heating rate of 100 W/cm 3 for
the 2000 MW PBR and 7.5 W/cm3 for the 150 MW PBR. For both power levels it was assumed that the space side
nozzle wall would be 1 cm thick, so that for each square cm of surface area there is 1.25 cm 3 of nozzle volume.
Therefore the necessary heat transfer rate (qnuc)is 1250 kW/m 2 for the 2000 MW PBR and 93 kW/m 2 for the
150 MW PBR. The nozzle size (area ratio [arl and surface area [surf]) and gas side heat transfer coefficients (hg)
at each node are determined from those calculated by BNL (Figs. 9 & 10 [Ref. 41). For the 150 MWt OTV mission
the data was taken directly from the graphs at 10 cm intervals. For the scaled-up 2000 MWI Mars mission, the
nozzle shape was left unchanged, but the throat area was designed to be 11 times the throat area for the OTV
nozzle since the mass flow rate is about 11 times as large. The surface areas at the nodes, therefore, were also
increased by a factor of 11. The heat transfer coefficients at each node were assumed to be the same as for the
smaller nozzle since the nozzle geometry was unchanged. While the actual values would probably decrease
slightly due to the reduction in the surface area to volume ratio, it was felt that since the heat transfer coefficients
can only be determined empirically, little accuracy would be gained by changing the values. The determination of
the maximum possible coolant side heat transfer coefficient was based on limiting the flow velocity through the
cooling jacket to 0.2 Mach. The appropriate calculations are shown in Appendix F The value calculated for
hlmax is 225 kW/m 2-K for the large nozzle, and the same value is assumed for the small nozzle.
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The variables for the sta task loop are the pressure drop for valv_2 and valv_5. These are both used to meet the
two mixer model constraints. The other constraints were again the gas turbine inlet temperature and the power
balance, this time for the gas turbine and both pumps.

Expander Cycle
The expandercycle was shown in Fig. 6, and the corresponding block diagram is shown in Fig. 11. The computer codes are listed in Appendices G & H for the 2000 MW and 150 MW PBR, respectively.
The key difference in the expander cycle is that the gas exiting the turbine is not exhausted to space but is mixed
with cold gas and enters the PB3R. In order to accomplish this, the gas turbines must have a low pressure ratio but
high mass flow rate. For the 2000 MW PBR, the gtl model has a pressure ratio of 2.0 and a mass flow rate of 30%
of the total flow. The split ratio for the cooling jacket was varied manually since the computer had difficulty
constraining the power production to equal the power consumption. The necessary pressure ratio in the second
pump was 14.0 MPa, bringing the total pressure at the cooling jacket inlet to about 200 atmospheres. While this
seems high, it is not uncommon (Ref. 3). For the 150 MW reactor, the gas turbine prcssure ratio is 1.5 with 50% of
the total flow. The second pump has a pressure rise of 9.0 MPa. The cooling jacket parameters are the same as for
the bleed cycl with a cooled nozzle,
The valv2 pressure drop is varied to meet the mixer constraint. The one split ratio is not varied, as previously
discussed, so there is no constraint on the power balance. A vary/constrain pair is added to force the assumed
chamber temperature in the rgenl model to equal the actual flow temperature exiting the reactor. However,
since the reactor outlet temperature is always 3000 K, the constraint is already met.
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Fig. 11 Expander Cycle
SIMULATION RESU LTS

The€ complcte computer output for each of the six engine cycl.e cases is listed in Appendices I - N. The output
has three sections: the vai?]e of the variables inthe sta task loop over the iterations needed for convergence; the
thcrmodynamic properties of the hydrogen propellant at the exit of each engine cycle component; and the kay
parameters, both entered into the computer and calculated, for each system component.
The key information .requireJ for this st.udy is the maximum nozzle temperature in the final iteration, the
thrust and specific impulse of the engine, and the power productionf/consumption of the TPA components for
each enghne cycle. This a-,frmation is summnanizc below.
For the two bleed cycles, it was assumed that the sma:; amount of thrust produced by the gas turbine exhaust
would not be usefu' thrus , si.nee itwoaild most likely not be exhausted parallel to the flight path. Therefore, t.he
enge~ thrust was taken to be the thrust from the main exhaust nozzle, and the engine speciic impulse was calculated as the main nozl4, thrust divided by the total propellant weight flow rate.
Bleed Cycic
(Uncooled Nozzle)
Maximnum Nozzle"
Temp_(k)

STh,'ust (kn)
Spccific Impulse
[(sec)

Bleed Cycle
(Cooled Cycle)

N/A

Expander Cyclc

-

'942

__________

-

-

950

__________

________

11153

454
1157

452

___________I_

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I_

60
11"75
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Power (MW)
Gas Tbine

J4.44

Pump 1

{-4.44

Pump 2

N/A

-1.02

-3.59

Balance

0.0

0.0

0,13

...-
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5.47

8.15

44

443[

Table 2. 150 MW Engine for GTV Mission
Bleed Cycle

Bleed Cycle

(Uncooled Nozzle)

(Cooled Cycle)

Expander Cycle

N/A

852

856

Thrust (kn)

43.2

43.0

43.7

Specific
(sec)

1159

1153

1175

Gas Thrbine

0.421

0.584

1.143

Pump 1

-0.421

-0.421

-0.421

Pump 2

N/A

-0.162

-0.365

Balance

0.0

0.0

0.357

Maximum Nozzle

Temp (k)

I

Impulse

Power (MW)

The maximum temperature reached in the aluminum nozzle for the four cooled-nozzle cycles is above the
design requirement of 780 K,and in the case of the 2000 MW engine, above the melting point of the aluminum.
These temperatures occur at the nozzle throat where there is the least surface area available for coolant flow.
This problem could be easily solved by lining the throat area with a composite or alloy material capable of withstanding the maximum temperatures calculated. This technique is currently used in chemical rocket engine
nozzles. Other than at the throat, the aluminum nozzles for both the bleed and expander cycles can be sufficiently cooled.
The TPA power balance for the bleed cycles was accomplished in the programming. For the expander cycle,
the program had difficulty converging, so the necessary parameters were varied manually. As can be seen in the
previous mission tables, the actual power produced by the gas turbine exceeded pump requirements. The power
requirements for an actual system would probably differ slightly since very basic performance maps of the 'PA
components were used. However, the turbine and pump efficiencies, which arc the key performance parameters,
were conservatively assumed to be 80% and 70%, respectively, for a total TPA efficiency of 56%. Ibis study
indicates, contrary to some previous analyses, that the expander cycle can in fact be used with a high pressure (60
atm) PBR. The key difference between this study and the previous analyses appears to be the inclusion of nucleer
heating effects in the aluminum nozzle. With this added energy the temperature of the propellant exitir.g the
cooling jacket is much higher (467 K for the 150 MW PBR) than the temperature predicted by BNL (90 K[Ref, 4,
71]), thus giving the propellant the necessary enthalpy to operate the TPA.
The choice of which engine cycle to use should not be based strictly on the specific impulse, but rather on the
effect the specific impulse has on the initial system mass and the payload mass in conjunction with other considerations. For a possible manned mission to Mars, engine cycle comparisons should be based on returning equal
payloads to earth orbit. The different specific impulses, then, affect the initial mass in earth orbit (IMEO) required for the mission according to the formula:

6 V

(l,p)

(go)

(n[
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Table 2. 150 MW Engine for GTV Mission
Bleed Cycle
(Uncoolcd Nozzle)
Maximum Nozzle
Tcmp (k)

Bleed Cycle
(Cooled Cycle)

Expander Cycle

N/A

852

856

Thrust (kn)

43.2

43,0

43.7

Specific
(see)

1159

1153

1175

Gas Ulrbine

0.421

0.584

1.143

Pump 1

-0.421

-0.421

-0.421

Pump 2

N/A

-0.162

-0.365

Balance

0.0

0.0

0.357

Impulse

Power (MW)

The maximum temperature reached in the aluminum nozzle for the four cooled-nozzle cycles is above the
design requirement of 780 K, and in the case of the 2000 MW engine, above the melting point of the aluminum.
These temperatures occur at the nozzle throat where there is the least surface area available for coolant flow.
This problem could be easily solved by lining the throat area with a composite or alloy material capable of withstanding the maximum temperatures calculated. This technique is currently used in chemical rocket engine
nozzles. Other than at the throat, the aluminum nozzles for both the bleed and expander cycles can be sufficiently cooled.
The TPA power balance for the bleed cycles was accomplished in the programming. For the expander cycle,
the program had difficulty converging, so the necessary parameters were varied manually. As can be seen in the
previous mission tables, the actual power produced by the gas turbine exceeded pump requirements. The power
requirements for an actual system would probably differ slightly since very basic performance maps of the IVA
components were used. However, the turbine and pump efficiencies, which arc the key performance parameters,
were conservatively assumed to be 80% and 70%, respectively, for a total TPA efficiency of 56%. This study
indicates, contrary to some previous analyses, that the expander cycle can in fact be used with a high pressure (60
atm) PBR. The key difference between this study and the previous analyses appears to be the inclusion of nuclear
heating effects in the aluminum nozzle. With this added energy the temperature of the propellant exitir.g the
cooling jacket is much higher (467 K for the 150 MW PBR) than the temperature predicted by BNL (90 K IRcf, 4,
711), thus giving the propellant the necessary enthalpy to operate the TPA.
The choice of which engine cycle to use should not be based strictly on the specific impulse, but rather on the
effect the specific impulse has on the initial system mass and the payload mass in conjunction with other considerations. For a possible manned mission to Mars, engine cycle comparisons should be based on returning equal
payloads to earth orbit. The different specific impulses, then, affect the initial mass in earth orbit (IMEO) required for the mission according to the formula:

V

(,p

)

(

) (n[gMR

6.

wheic MR is the ratio of IMEO to the payload mass and a single stage rocket is assumed. For a delta V requirement of 60000 ft/sec for a Mars mission, the results are shown below (see Appendix 0).
Table 3. Mar Missim
Bleed Cycle
(Cooled Cycle

Bleed Cycle
(Uncooled Cycle)
Normalized IMEO

1.027

1.034

for Equal Payload
Mass

Expander Cycle
1.0
....

_

This information is based on equal payload masses, which includes the weight of the engine. For the two coolednozzle cycles, the engine weight includes a regencratively cooled aluminum nozzle which is heavier than a car-

bon-carbon nozzle, thus reducing the useful payload weight. In addition, these cycles require a second
turbopump. For the expander cycle, the gas turbine will also be larger because it must handle a greater mass low
rate. This extra engine weight should be a much smaller percentage of the total payload weight than the percentage difference among the initial masses due to the improved specific impulse. The expander cycle should still
minimize IMEO for equal useful payload weight returned to earth. Therefore, it appears that an expander cycle
with a cooled aluminum nozzle is the best cycle to pursue for a possible manned mission to Mars.
Fora LEO to GEO OTV mission, the engine cycles should be compared based on equal initial masses since the

initial macs is constrained by the launch vehicle. Assuming a single stage rocket and a delta V requirement of
14000 ft/sec, the results are:
Table 4. OTV MIssion
Bleed Cycle
(Cooled Cycle

Bleed Cycle
(Uncooled Cycle)
Normalized
Payload Mass for
Equal i!itial Mass

0.995

0.993

Expander Cycle
1.0

For this mission, since the delta V requirement is much smaller, the effect of the different specific impulses is
not as significant. While the cxpander cycle can place more mass into GEO, this mass includes the mass of the
heavier aluminum nozzle, the second turbopump, and the larger gas turbine. This extra mass is likely to account
for more than 0.5% of the total payloade mass. Therefore, tlh e bleed cycle with an uncooled cerbon-carbon nozzle
would maximize the useful payload placed in GEO. The choice of this cycle, though, is dependent on the successful demonstration that a carbon-carbon nozzle can operate at a temperature of 3000 K. If an uncooled carboncarbon nozzle is not feasible, the expander cycle would maximize the useful payload weight as long as the extra
weight of the larger gas turbine is less than 0.7% of the total payload weight; otherwise, the bleed cycle would
maximize useful payload weight.
RECOMMENDATANS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study indicates that a regenerativ, ly cooled aluminum nozzle can be sufficiently cooled to allow its use
with a PBR rocket engine. T la result is based on nozzle heating due to hot exhaust gases at a maximum chamber
temperature and nuclear heating effects. The highest temperatures occur at the nozzle throat, where a composite or alloy coating could protect the aluminum. Further invcst-gation of nozzle cooling should include modeling
the nozzle with more nodes, and including more accurate dimensions for the nozzle wall thicknesses and coolant
flow passages.
.--19-

The study also indicates that an expander cycle with a cooled aluminum nozzle can operate with a high pressure
PBR at realistic TPA efficiencies. Further investigation should include the improvements to the regeneratively
cooled nozzle model and more accurate performance maps for the IVA components.
The system modeling conducted in this study at steady-state indicates that for a possible manned mission to
Mars an expandercycle with a cooled aluminum nozzle would minimize the initial mass in earth orbit required for
the mission, and that for a LEO to GEO orbital transfer vehicle a hot gas bleed cycle with an uncooled carboncarbon nozzle would maximize the useful payload delivered togeosynchronous equatorial orbit. Further analyses
of engine cycles should include transient modeling of the cycles and a better modcl for the Particle Bed Reactor.
Transient analysis may indicate other considerations, such as start-up time or failure modes, which may affect the
engine cycle choice.
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COOLED VOZZLE MODEL

-/*REGE14EMTIJVELY

-written by: Cadet David E. Suzuki
United States Air Force Academy
for: Advanced Concepts Branch
Astronautical Sciences Division
Astronautics Laboratory
on: 13 June 1990

This model simulates the heating of a fluid in the cooling jacket
of a regeneratively cooled nozzle. Nozzle heating due to exhaust gases
and nuclear heating are considered. The model requires the following
inputs:
cpres
gamn
k
1W
maxtc
twmax
tc
hg~iJ
arfi]
surf [i]
rat -rm
ratpf
c~nuc
hirnax
stat

constant pressure specific heat of fluid (kJ/kg-K)
ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv
tl'ermal conductivity of nozzle wall (kW/m-K)
thickness of nozzle wall (in)
maximum design chamber temperature (K)
maximum allowable nozzle wall temperature (K)
initial guess of chamber temperature (K)
hot gas side film coefficient for the ith node (kW/m2-K)
area ratio of the nozzle at the ith node
surface area available for heat transfer at the ith node (m2)
rated/design point mass flow (kg/s)
rated/design point pressure drop (fraction of inlet pressure)
heat due to nuclear heating to be removed (kW/m2)
maximum achievable coolant side film coefficient (kW/m2-K)
turns on (-1) or off (=0) steady state option

This model requires an excternally imposed variable and constraint so
that the assumed chamber temperature will match the actual chamber
temperature. The required code is:
vary (rgen.tc, rgen.tc, min, max);
rgeno;

...

chambero;

. ..

nozzleo;

cons (rgen.tc, chamber.fl.t-rgen.tc);
where chamber is the combustor, reactor, or other heating source.

rgen: :rqen(char *c)
{strcpy(name,c);

namp-name;

cpres=14.3214; gamm=1.404; maxtc-3400.0;
twmnax-78O.; k-.23; tc-2000,; lw-0.0025;
ratpf-.20; rat -m=15. 0; qnuc-1000.; hlmax-220.; stat-'0;
ntods .put (this);
void rgen::c()
(double hl[12], tcw, tb, q, delt, dp, pr, tgas, maxwt, h12, maxwt2;

int i;

fl=*gasget 0;
l.namp-name;
if (stat) rat m-fl.m;

Idetermine needed coolant side film coefficients at miax design temperature
if

(dyn.state--0 11 stat)
{tb~fl.t;
for (i-0; i<12; i++)
/repeat for the nunber of nodes chosen
{pr-exp( (log(ar~ii1)/.80065) .87203*exp( i.56518-pow( ((ar[i]I~)*l.1l252),.43032 ))

~A

A

if

(i<9) tgasnmaxtc*pow( il./pr), ((gainm-1.)/ganm) )
//nodes below throat
else tgas-maxtc;
// nodes at throat and above
if (tgas>-twnax)
q-hg[i] t (tgas-twnax);
else q=0.OOOl;
tcw-twmax-q*lw/k;
hl[i]-q/(tcw-tb};
h12-tnuc/ (twmax-tb);
if (h12>hl~i])
{hl'Li)-h12;
q=(tgas-tb)/(l./hgfi+lw/k4-./hl[iJ);
if

(hl [ijcO.

IIhl [i )>hlnax)

/change max wall temperature for unreasonable values of film coefficieni
{ma xwt-twina x;
a.prt-O; a.maxit-15;
while (aO)
jvary (maxwt, ((twmax+tgas)/2.),
q-hg[i] *(tgas-inaxwt);
tcwnmaxwt-q*lw/k;
hi (i)-q/ (tcw-tb);
cons (rnaxwt, hl(i]-hlinax);

twinax, tgas);

iaxwt2=t-nuc/hl Li]+tb;
printf("\n\n ***WARNING: Design nozzle temap at section %.2d is \n",i);
printf("
Exhaust side- %.4e
Space side= %.4e \n",
znaxwt,inaxwt2);
delt- (q+qnuc) *surf [iJ /cpres/rat-in;
tbs-de It;

Icalculate actual temperature rise of fluid
tb-fl .t;
for (i-0; i<12; i++)
{pr-exp( (log(arli])/.80065) .87203*exp( l.56518-pow( ((ar~i]-.)*l.1l252),.43032
if (i<9) tgas-tc*pow( (1./pr), ((garnm-l.)/gamn) )
else tgas-tc;
q-(tgas-tb)/ X./(hgri]*pow((fl.m/rat -m),0.8))+lw/k+
1./(hlli]*pow((fl.m/ratin) ,0.8)));
delt- (q+cj mac) *surf [ i] /cpres/fl am;
tb4-delt;

)))

Icalculate other fluid properties
fl.t-tb;
dp-±ratyf*fl.p*(fl.m/rat-n)*(fl.n/rat-to);
fi .p--dp;
fl1.pro~p(It')I
fl.put()
void rqen::print (void *0)
{if (c--0) return;
printf("\n%-12s tcornb-%.4e rat..in=%.4e"',name,tc,rat-in);
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Bleed Cycle with 2000 MW PBR and uncooled nozzle
written by: Cadet David E. Suzuki
United States Air Force Academiy
for; Advanced Concepts Branch
Astronautical Sciences Division
Astronautics Laboratory
on: 22 June 1990

f include "'modd.h"l
#define P 1.01325e5
task dyn="dyn", sta-"1sta";
stack mods, gass, shfts;
main()
gas_1.id-"THR-t12"; gas_1.t-20.0;
gas gas 1="gas 1";
gas_l.p-O.1e6/P;
gas__1.v-10.0; gas 1.q=0.0;
gas 1.m=40.;
gas 1.diam-0.1;
gas_1.statl1;
valv_1.pf-0.01;
valv valv -1-"valv 1"1;
pi pij1"pi_1";
pi 1.nuni-0; p1_l.numpar=1;
piliength=.0;
pi_1.ratypf=0.0001; pi_1.rat-m=40.;
pil.diam=-0.l;
pump 1 .rat -m-40.; pump_1 .ratdp=G.0e6/P;
pump pump_1="1pump 1"1;
pump_1.rat -eff-0.7; pump 1.rat-rpm-60000; pup-l.eff-O.7;
pump_1 .inertia-O. 1;
pi pi_2="pi_2"1; p_2 .num.=0; p1,.2.numpar-1;
p1_2.ratf-0.O0001; p1_2.rat-m=39.6; p1_2.length=l.O;
p_2 .diam-0.l;
htss htss -1='1htss_1"1; htss_1.temp=3000.; htss_1.pfrac-O.05;
sp_2.sr-0.01;
sp_2.diam[0]=0.43;
sp sp_2-"sp_2"1;
sp_2.diamtl]=Ol;
sp_2.stat-0;
exnz exnz -1='exnz_1"; exnz_1.diarn-0.25; exnz-l.eff-=0.85;
exnz_1.stat-1;
exnz 1.ratio=125.;
valv_-2.pf-O.1;
valv valv - "1valv_-2";
pi p1 3="'pi-3"; pi-3.num-0; p1_3.num-par-1;
pi_3.ratyf-0.0001; p1_3,rat-m-0.4;
p1_3.length-1.O;
p1_3.diam-0. 01;
mx mx -1="mx -1"1;
mx_1 .diam-0.1; mx_1.stat-0;
pi pi 4="pi 4"; p1 4.num-0; pi_4.num~par-1;
pi_4.ratyf-.O001; pi_4.rat-m-0.8; pi_4.length=1.0;
p_4 .diam-O. 1;
valvI3.pf-0.01;
valv valv_-3-"1valv -3"1;
gt_1.inertia-l.0;
gt_1.stat-l;
exnz exnz_-2-1'exnz_2";
exnz 2.diam-0.05; exnz_2.eff-0.6;
exnz_2.ratio-1.;
exnz_2.stat-1;
sp sp i="sp 1"; spl.sr-0.01;
spl.dian(0]-0.1;
sp-l.diam~i]-0.01;
spl_.stat-0;
shft shft -1-1"shft -1"; shft_1.rpm-60000;
xralv valv_4-"'valv_4"1; valv_4.pf-0.01;
pump 1.ino; gt_1.ino;
sta.prt=2; sta.acc-le-3;
while (stao)
vary(valv_2.pf, valv_2.pf,,
gas_10);
shft_-10;
htss_10;

valv 10);
pump-- 10;
sp_20;

.02, .17);

pilO;
sp_10;
exnz_10);

p1_20;
sp-l.s0);

B1

valv_2;
pi_3();
-mx_1.s(
sp_2. s;
valv_4:
mx_1 ();
pi-4 (;
valv_3;
gtl 0
exnz_2(); shft_1.endo;
cons(spl.sr, pi -4.fl.t-1300.);
cons(sp_2.sr, gt_1.power+pumpl .ower);
gass.printo;

mods.printo;
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/* Bleed Cycle with 150 MW PBR and uncooled nozzle
written by: Cadet David E. Suzuki
United States Air Force Academy
for: Advanced Concepts Branch
Astronautical Sciences Division
Astronautics Laboratory
on: 22 June 1990
#include "modd.h~
#define P 1.01325e5
task dyn="'dyn", sta-"1sta";
stack mods,gass, shfts;
maino(
gas gas l="gas 1"; gas l.id="THR-t82"; gas_1.t=20.o;
gas l.p=0 . e6/P;
gas_1 .m=3.8; gas_1.v=1O.0; gas 1.q=0.0;
gas 1.diam=0.05; gas_1.stat-l;
valv valv 1="valv 1"1;
valv_1.pf=0.1;
p1 pi_1 2"pi 1";
p1 l.num=0; pi_1.rwmspar=1;
piir.atsf=0.000lT p1_1.rat-m=-3.8;
pi_l.length-l.0;
pi_1.diam=0.05;
pump pump J="pump_1";
pump_1.rat -m=3.8; pump_1.rat_dp=6.0e6/P;
pump__1.rat_eff=Q.7;
pump_1.rat-rpm=-30000;
pump_1 .eff=O .7;
pump_1.inertia=0.1;
pi pi_2="pi_2"1;
pi_2.num=0; pi_2.numspar=1;
pi_2.ratspf=0.O001;
p1_2.rat-rn-3.8; pi_2.length=1.0;
pi1 2.diam=0.05;
hass has_ -1-"htss_1"; htss_1.temp-3000.; htss l.ptrac-0.05;
sp sp_2="sp_2"1;
sp_2.sr=0.01; sp_2.diam0]=O.11;
sp-2.diam~i]=0.05;
sp_2.stat-0;
exnz exnz l="-1exnz 1"1;
exnz_1.diam-0.05;
exnz_1.eff-0.85;
exnz_1.ratio=125.; exnz_1 .stat=1;
valv valv 2="1valv_-2";
valv_2,pf=0..;
pi pi_3="Pi_3"1;
p1 3.num=0; pi_3.nurnsar=1;
pi_3.ratpf-0.0001Y pi_3.rat-m-0.04;
p1_3.length=1.0;
pi-3.diam=0 .005;
mx mxN="mx 1"1; mx_1.diam-0.05;
mx - .stat-0;
p1 p1 .4 ="pi_4"1;
p1 4.num-0; pi_4.numspar-1;
pi_4.ratspf-0.0001? p1_4.rat-m=0.08;
p1_4.length=1.0;
pi1-4.diam=O.05;
valv valv 3="valv_-3";
valv_3.pf=0.1;
gt gt1.="gt 1";
qt.l.rat -etf=0.8; gt_1.rat-pr=10.0;
gt_1.inertia=i.0; gt_1 .stat-l;
exnz
exnP -2-"1exnz 2"1;
exnz-2.diam=-0.05;
exnz 2.eff'=0.6;
exnz_2.ratio=1.; exnz_2.stat-1;
sp sp_l="sp 1"l; sp_1.sr=0.1;
sp_1.diam[0]-0.05;
sp_1.diam[1]=0.005;
sp_1..stat-0;
shift
shift N-1shft 1"; shft_1.rpm-30000;
vaiv valv_4-"valv_4"1;
valv_44 pf=0.1;
pump_1.ino; gt_1.infl;
sta.prt=2; sta.acc-1e-3;
while (sta0)
vary(valv_2.pf,
gas-11);
shft_1(;
htss 10);

valv_2.pf,

.02,

valv-l();
pi-1lQ;
pump 10(;
splO0;
sp_2Q);
exnz_1();

.17);
p1_2();
sp_1.sO);

valv_-2();
pi3O);
inx_1.so;
sp_2.so;
valv_40';
mx_-1();
p1_40;
valv_3();
gt:_10);
exnz_20); shft_1~end0;
cons(sp-l.sr, pi14.fl.t-1300.);
cons (sp_2 .sr, gtl.power+pump_1 .power);
gass.printo;

mods.printo;
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APPENDIX D
/* Bleed Cycle with 2000 MW PBR and cooled nozzle
written by: Cadet David E. Suzuki
Unite"' States Air Force Academy
for: Advanced Concepts Branch

Astronautical Sciences Division
Astronautics Laboratory
on: 22 June 1990
#include "modd.h"I
#define P 1.01325e5
task dyn="dyn", sta="Ista"l;
stack rnods,gass,shfts;
main()
gas gasl="1gas_1"1;
gas 1.id-"ITHR-tH2I"; gas l.t=20.0;
gasi
.pO . 1e6/P;
gas -l.m-40.;
gas_1.v=1Q.0;
gas 1.q=O.0;
gas 1 .diam=0.1;
gas_l.stat=l;
vjalv valv -1="1valv_-1"1; valv_1 .pf=0.01;
pi pi_1-"1pi-1";
pi_1.num=0;
pil.numsar-l;
p1_1.ratjf=o.oool;
p1_1.rat-m=40.;
p1_l.length=1.0;
p1_1.diam=O.1;
pump pump 1-"pump 1";
pump_1.rat -m=40.; pump_l.rat_dp=6.e6/P;
pump_1.rat eff=O.7; pump-l.rat-rpm=60000;
pump_1.eff=0.7;
pump_1.inertia=0.l;
p1 pi_2="1pi_2";
p1_2.num=0; pi_2.numspar=1;
p1_2.ratspf=0.000l; p1_2.rat-m=39.6;
p1_2.length=1.0;
p1_2. diam=0. 1;
rgen rgen_l="rgon_1"; rgen_l.tc=3000; rgen_l.twrnax=780.;
rgen_1.tnuc=1250.; rgen -l.hlmax=225.;
rgen_1.lw=.0025;
rgen_.ratspf-0.4;
rgen_.stat-l;
//The following nozzle data is from AFAL-TR-88-014 fig 37&38
rgen_1.hg[0=.18;
rgen_1.arfOJ=125.; rgen_1.surfEOl=2.6;
rgen_1.hg[1]=.21;
rgen_1.ar[1]-112.; rgenl.surf[1)=2.4;
rgenl.hg(2]=.24;
rgen-l.ar[2]=l00.; rgenl.surf(2]=2.3;
rgenl.hg[3=.28;
rgen_l.ar[3J=83.;
rgen_1.surf(3]=2.1;
rgenl.hg[4]=.35;
rgen_l.ar(4]=67.;
rgen1l.surf[4]=1l.9;
rgenl.hg[5]=.45;
rgen_1.arf5J=53.;
rgen_1.surf(5]=1.7;
rgenl.hg[6]=.71;
rgen_l.ar(6]=37.;
rgen_1.surf[6]=1.4;
rgenl.hg[7]=1.3;
rgen_laor7J=22.;
rgen_1.surf(71=1.l;
rgen_l.hg[8]-4.2;
rgen_1.arf8J=9.2;
rgen_1.surf[8]=.69;
rgenl.hg[9]=20.;
rgen_1.ar(9]=1.O;
rgenl.surf[9) -.23;
rgenl.hgflOJ=1.8; rgen_1.ar(1O]-27.; rgen_1.surf[10]=1.2;
rgenl.hgtl1]=.63; rgen_1.ar[11]-67.; rgenlI.surffll]uq.9;
htss
Itss_1="~htss_1"I; htss_l.temp-3QO0.; htss 1.pfrac=0.05;
sp sp -2="sp_2"1; sp_2.sr=O.01; sp_2.diam[0J-Th43;
sp_2.diamfl]-O.i;
sp_2.stat-O;
exnz exnz_-1="1exnz_-11";
exnz -l.diarn-O.25; exnz-i.eff=0.85;
exnz_1.ratio=125.;
exnz l.stat=1;
valv valv_-2="1valv -2";
valfv_2.pf-0.1;
pi pi_3="pi_3"; pi_3.num-0;
pi_3.numr par=1;
p1_3.ratspf=0.O001Y pi_3.rat-m-0.4;
p1_3.length=l.0;
p1_3.diam=O.01;
mx mx_1="mx 1"'; mx_1.diam=0.1;
mx l.stat-0;
p1 p1 4="pi 4";
p1 4.num=0; pi_4.numsa-1;
p1_4 rat 3 N.01
pi-4.rat-rn-0.9;
p1_4.length=1.0;
pi 4.diam-O.1;
valv valv_-3="1valv_3"1;
valv_3.pf=O.O1;
gt gt_1="gt 1"I; gt_1.rat eff-O.8;
gt_l.ratspr-l0.0;

gtlI.inertia=1.O; gt -il.stat-1;
exnz exnz 2-"~exnz 2"I; exnz_2.diam=O,05;

exnz 2.eff=0.6;

DI

exnz_2.ratio-1.; exnz_2.stat-1;
sp_1-"1sp_1"; spl.sr-0.Ol; spl.diam(0]-0.1;
api .diamfll-0.01; spi .stat-0;
shft shft 1-"shft 1"; shft_1 .rpm-60000;
valv valNv4-"vvalv_4"1; va'Lv_4.pf-0.01;
sp sp_3-"sp_3"; sp_3.sr-0.7; sp_3.diam[0]-0.1;
sp_3.ciamfl]-O.O1; sp_3.stat-1;
pump pump_2-"pump_2"; pump 2.rat-m-12.; pump_2. rat dp-4 .e6/P;
pump_2.rat eff-0.7; pump 2.rat rpm-60OO; purp,2.eff-0.7;
pump_2.ine rtia=Q.1;
mx mx -2="rix 2"1; mx 2.diam-O.1; mx_2.stat-O;
valv vaiv_5-"valv_5"1; valv_5.pf-O.1;
sp

pump 1.ino;

pump 2.ino;

gt_1.ino;

sta.prt-2; sta.acc-le-3;
while (stao)
av-2p,.2
.f
{ayvl
vary(valy_2.pf, val-v2.pf, .02,

1)
.17);

pi_10;
valv_-10,
gas_10);
pump 10); sp_30; pump_20);
shft 10);
pi_2(; rgen_10); sp_10); mx_2.so0; sp_3.so; valv_50;
ap_l.sO);
exriz_10;
sp-20;
mx 20; htss_-10;
sp-2.so;
mx_1.50);
pi_30);
valv_-20;
valv_3();
pi_4(;
mx_10);
valv_40);
exnz_20);
gt_10);
cons(spl.sr, pi-4.fl.t-1300.);
cons (sp_2.sr, gtl .power+pump_1 .power+pump_2 .power);
gass.print0;

mods.printo;
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/* Bleed Cycle with 150 MW PER and cooled nozzle
written by: Cadet David E. Suzuki
United States Air Force Academy
for: Advanced Concepts Branch
Astronautical Sciences Division
Astronautics Laboratory
on: 22 June 1990
*

#include "'modd~h"p
#define P 1.01325e5
task dyn="dyn", sta="1sta";
stack mods, gass, shfts;
main U
gas_1.id="THR-tH2"; gas l.t=20.O;
gas gas l="gas_1";
gas_1.p=0.leE/P;
gas 1.q=0.0;
gas_l.m=3.8; gas_l.v410.O;
gas_l.stat-l;
gas 1.diam=O.05;
valv l.pf=0.l;
valv valv 1="valv 1";
pilI.num=0; pi-l.numsar-l;
pi pil="pil";
pil.length-1.0;
pil.rat-m=3.8;
pi_l.ratjpf=0.0001;
p1_1.diam=0.05;
pump 1.rat -m-3.8; pump_1.ratdp=6.e6/P-.;
pump pump_1="1pump_1"1;
pumpi.rat -eff=0.7; pumpl.rat rpm=30000; pump-l.eff=0.7;
pump_1 .inertia=0 .1;
pi -2.num=0; p1._2.num-parwl.;
p1 p1_2="pi_2"1;
pi_2.length=l.0;
pi_2.ratpf=0.0001; p1_2.rat-m=3.8;
pi_2 .diam=0 .05;
rqen rqen_1="'rgen_1"I; rgen_1.tc.=3000; rgen-l.twmax 780.;
rgen -l.hlmax=225.; rgen-l.lw'=.0025;
rgenl.qnuc=93.;
rgenl-.statml;
rgen_l.rayypf=0.4;
//The following nozzle data is from AFAL-TR-88-014 fig 37&38
rgen -l.ar(I=125.; rgen_1.surf[0]-.17;
rgen_l.hg[0]=.18;
rgen_1 .ar(1]=112.; rgen_l.surf[1]=.11;
rgenl.hg[l]=.21;
rgen_1 .ar(2]=100.; rgen_1.surff2]=.021;
rgenl.hg[2]=.24;
rgen -l.ar(3)=83.; rgen_1.surf[3]=.063;
rgenl.hg[3]=.28;
rgen -l.ar(4]=67.; rgen i.surf[4]=.097;
rgen_1.hg[4]=.35;
rgen_1.surf(51=.13;
rgen_1 .ar(5]=53.;
rgen_l.hg[5]=.45;
rgen_1 .ar(6]=37.; rgen_1 .surf(6]=.15;
rgen_1.hg[6)=.71;
rgen_1.surf[7]-.17;
rgenl .ar[7]-22.;
rgen_1.hg[7]=l.3;
rgen -l.ar(8]-9.2; rgen_l.surf[8]=.19;
rgen_1.hg[8]=4.2^;
rgen_l.surf[9]=.21;
rgen_1.ar[9)=1.0;
rgen_1.hg[91=20.;
rgenl.hg[10]=1.8; rgen_1.ar[10]-27.; rgen_l.surf[10]-.22;
rgen_1.hg[l1J=.63; rgen-l.ar(1l]=67.; rgen_.surf~ll]=.23;
htss htss l="htss 1"; htss-l.temp'3000.; htss_1.pfrac=0.05;
sp_2.,diamn[0]-0.11;
ep_-2.sr=0.0l:
sp sp_2="'sp_2";
sp_2.stat 0;
sp-2,diam[i]-0.05;
exnz_1 .diam=0.05; exnz_1..eff=0.85;
exnz exnz_-1="exnz_1"II;
exnz-l.stat=l;
exnz l.ratio=125.;
valv2.pf-0.1;
valv 7am_-2-"'valv_2"1;
pi_3.numpar-l;
pi. T3.num=0;
pi p1 S="1pi_3";
pi_3.length-1.0;
pi_3.rat m-0. 04;
pi_3.ratpf=0.0001;
pi_3.diam=0.005;
mx 1.stat-0;
mx mx 1.="mx 1"; mx 1.diam=0.05;
p1_4.numpar-1;
pi_4.num-0;
pi p1 4-"pi_4"1;
p1_4.ratfsO.0001; pi_4.rat-m-0.08; pi_4.length=1.0;
pi_4 .diam=0 .05;
vaav valv J="valv 3"; valv 3.pf-0.1;
gt_.ratpr-10.0;
gt_l.rat-ef=0.8;
gt gt_1="gt_1";
qt_l.inertia=1.0;
gtl.stat-1;
exnz_2.eff=0.6;
exnz exnz 2="exnz 2"; exnz_2.diam-0.05;

E
E

exr~z_2.ratio-1.; cxnz_2.stat-1;
sp--"sp_1"; sp_1.sr-0.1; spjl.ciam[O]-O.05;
sp-l.diam(1I-0.005; sp_1.stat-O;
shft shft 1-"shft 11"; shft_1.rpm-30000;
valv_4.pf-0.1:
valv vaLv-4-"1valv_4"1;
sp sp_3 -"SP 3 t ; sp-3.sr-0.5; sp_3.diat(Ol-..05;
sp_3.diam(1]-0.005; sp_3.stat-1;
pump pump_2-"pump_2"; pump_2 .rat- 1.9, pump 2.rat_dp-4 .e6/P;
pump_2.rat -eff-O.7; pump_2.rat-rpm-30000; pump_2.eff-0 .7;
pump 2 .inertia-0 .1;
mx mx_2-"mx 2"1; mx 2.diam-O.05; mx_2.stat-O;
valv valv_5 "valv_5"
valv_5.pf-0.l;
sp

pump 1.ino;
while

pump_2.ino;

gt_1.ino;

(stao)

vary(valv_2.pf, v'alv_2.pf, .02, .17);
vary(vaiv_5.pf, valv_5.pf, .001, .17);
gas_10);
valv_10;
pilO0;
pump_10); sp_3O; pump_20);
shft_10;
mx_-2.so; sp_3.so; valv_50;
pi2(), rgen_l10; sp_10);
mx_2(); htss_10);
sp_2 (;
exnz_10;
spl.s0);
valv_2();
pi_30;
mx_1.sO);
sp2.s0;
valv_-4();
mx_-10;
pi-4(;
valv_30;
exnz_2();gt_10);
cons(sp-l.sr, pi_-4.fl.t-1300.);
cons (sp-2.sr, gt-l.power. pump_1.power+pump_2.power);
gjass.printo;

mods.printo;
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APPENITX F
Determination of Keximm Coolant Side Beat Trauefer- Coefficitent
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/* Expander Cycle with 2000 MW PER
written by: Cadet David E. Suzuki
United States Air Force Academy
for: Advanced Concepts Branch
Astronautical Sciences Division
Astronautics Laboratory
on: 22 June 1990
#include "'modd.h"
#define P 1.01325e5

task dyn-"ldyn",

zta-"1sta";

stack mods,gass, shfts;
main(
gas 1.p-.1e6/P;
gas gas 1="gas -1"; gas_1.id="'THR-tH2"; gas_1.t-20.0;
gas 1.q-O.0;
gas_1.m-40.; gas 1.v-10.0;
gas_1.stat-1;
gas 1l.diam-0.1;
vaiw_1.pf=0.1;
valv valv 1-"valv_-1"1;
numspar-1;
pil.
pi1 . num=0;
pi- pil="pi 1";
pi_1.length-1.0;
pi_1.ratjpf-0.OOO1; pi_1.rat-m=40.;
pi l.diam=O.1;
pump 1.rat-m-40.; pump E.rat,_dp=6.0e6/P;
pump pump 1-"pump 1";
pamp_1.eff&0.7;
pump 1 .ratrpm=-60000;
pump 1 .rat-eff=0 .7;
pump1 . inertia=0 .1;
sp_1.sr=0.7; sp_1.diam(03-0.1;
sp
spl-"sp 1";
sp_1.stat-1;
sp 1.diam[i]-O.1;
shftl.rpm=60000;
shft shft_1-"'shft_1";
pump_2.rat -m=12.0; pump _2.rat-dp-14.3e6/P:
pamp pump 2-"1pump_2"1;
pump_2.eff-0.7;
pump_2.rat_eff-0.7; pump_2.rat-rpm-60000;
pump_2. inertia-U .1;
pi_2.numpar-1;
pi_2.num-0;
pi p1_2="Ipi_2";
pi,_2.length=1.0;
p1_2.ratsTf-0.0001; pi_2.rat-m-20.0;
pi_-2.diam=-0.1;
valv_2.pf-0.01;
valv vaiv_-2-"valv -2":;
pi_3.numjpar-1;
pi_3.num-0;
pi p1_3="pi_3"1;
pi_3.ratjTf-0.0001; p1_3.rat-m=30.0; pi-3.length=1.0;
pi -3.diam-0.1;
mx 1,diam=-0.l; mx 1.stat-0;
mx mx 1-"'mx 1"1;
gt l.rat eff-0.8; gt1l.rat~r-2.0;
gt
gtl1="gt 1"1;
g-t_1.sitat-1;
gt_1.inerta-l.0;
valv -3.pf-0.01;
valv valv -3-"1valv -3"1;
vaiw_4 .pf=0.01;
valv valv_4-"'valv 4"1;
p1_4.num par-1;
pi pi_4="pi_4"'; pi_4.num-0;
p1_4.length-1.0;
pi4ratjpf-0.0001; pi_4.rat-m-20.0;
pi-4.diam-0.l;
p1_5.numspar-1;
p1_5.num-0;
p1
pi_5-"lpi_5";
p1_5.length-1.0;
p1_5.ratspf-G.0001; p1_5.rat-m-20.0;
pi. 5.diam-0.1;
hass htss I1"htss -1"1; htss_1.temp-3000.; htss -l.pfrac-O.05;
exnz-l.eff-0.85;,
exnz 1.diam-0.25;
exnz exnz_1-"exnz_1";
exnz. 1.ratio-125.0; exnz_1.stat-1;
rgen rgenl-"rgen_1"; rgenlI.tc-3000; rgen 1.twmnax-780.;
rgen1l.qnuc-1250.; rgen l.hlmax-225.; rgenl1..w-.0025;
rgen_1 .stat-1:
rgen1l.ratjpf-0.4;
//The following nozzle data is from AFAL-TR-88-014 fig 37&38
rgen_1.ar[0]=125.; rgen_1.surf(0]=2.E;
rgen_1.hg[OV-.18;
rgenl.ar~lJ-112.; rgen_1.surf(1]-2.4;
rgenl.hg[1J-.21;
rqeri_1..arI2]-100.; rgen_1.surf[2]-2.3;
rgenl.hg[2]a.24;
rgen_1.hg[3j-.28;
rgen_1
I.ar[3]=83.;
rgen_1.surf[3]=2.1;
rgen_1.surf[4]-1.9;
rgenl.hg[41-.35; rgeni_3.ar[4]=67.;
rgenl.hg[5]=.45; rgen_1.arfSJ-53.;
rgen_1.surf[5]-1.1I;

GI

rgen_l.hg(6]-.71;
rgenl.hg[7]-l.3:
rgenl.hg(8)-4.2;
rgen_1.hg[9]-20.;
rgen-3..hgC10J-1.8;
rgen_1.hgL~l]-.63;

rgen_1 .ar16]-37.;
rgen_1.ar[7]-22.;
rgen_1.ar[8]-9.2;
rgen_1 .ar[9]-1.0;
rgen_1.ar[10]-27.;
rgen_1.ar[1l]-67.;

rgenl.surf[6]-l.4;
rgen-1.surf(71-1.1;
rgenl.surf(8-.69;
rgenlI.surf[g]-.23;
rgen-l.surf(10J-1.2;
rgen-l.surf[11]-1.9;

pupl.ino; pump_2.ino; gt_l.ino;
sta.prt-2; sta.acc-1.Oe-3;
while (ata0)
Ivary(valv_2.pf, valv_2.pf, 0.001, 0.4);
vary(rgen-l.tc,

rgen-l.tc, 500., 3500.);

gasI10;
valv_-10;
p1_10:
shft_10;
pump H);
splO1;
pump_20);
rgen 10);
pi_40(;
valv_-3();
0_10 ;
pi_50); valv_4();
mx_1-60;
Sp_1.30);
p1_30;
mx_10;
htss_10;
exnz_10);

pi_20;
valv_2();

cons(rgen_1.tc, htss-l.fl.t-rgen-l.tc);
gass.printo;

mods.printo;
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/* Expander Cycle with 150 MW PBR
written by: Cadet David E. Suzuki
United States Air Force Academy
for: Advanced Concepts Branch
Astronautical Sciences Division
Astronautics Laboratory
on: 22 June 1990
#include "'modd.hVI
#define P 1.01325e5
task dyn-"ldyn", sta-1"sta";
stack rods,gass,shfts;
maino(
gas gas_ 1'Igas -1"1; gas 1.id-"'THR-tH2"; gas 1At-20.0; gas 1.p=.1e6/P;
gas 1.m-3.8; gas_l.v-i0.0; gas_l.q-0.0;
gas 1.diam-0.05; gas 1 .stat-1;
valv valv l-1"valv_11"; valv_1.pf-0.1;
pi pi 1="Pi 1"; p1_1.num=0;
pil.numpar?.;
pi_l.rat~yf-0.0001; pi-l.rat-rn-3.8; pil.length-l.0;
pi-l .diam=0 .05;
pump pump 1="pump_1"; pump_l.rat-m=3.8; pump 1.rat dp-6.0e6/P;
pump-1.rat -eff-0.7; pump l.rat rpm=30000; pump-l.eff=0.7;
pump . inert ia=0 .1;
sp spl"sp 1"; sp_1.srO0.5; spl.diam(O1-O.05;
sp-l.diam[T]-0.05; sp_l.stat-1;
shft shft --"shft_1"; shft-l.rpm'30000;
pump pump_2-"pump_2"1; pump_2.rat-m=l.9; pump_2.rat__dp=9.0e6/P;
pump_2.rat-eff-0.7; pump_2.rat-rpm-30000; pump_2.eff-0.7;
pump_2. inert ia-0 .1;
pi p1' 2-"1pi -2"1; pi_2.num-0; pi_2.numpar-1;
p1_2 -atpf-0.00Ol; pi_2.rat-m-l.14; pi-2.length-1.0;
p1-2 .diam-O.05;
valv valv -2-"valv_2"1; valv_2.pfin0.01;pi pi_3-"pi_3"; p1_3.num=0; pi_3.numyar-1;
pi_3.ratpf-O.000l; pi_3.rat-m-'2.66; pi_3.length=1.0;
pi-3.diam-0.05;
mx mx_1-"mx 1"; mx_1.diam-0.05; mx_1.stat-0;
qt gtl="gtl"; gtl.rat -eff'-0.8; gtl.ratpr-l.5;
gtl-.inertia-1.0; qt_1.stat-1;
valv valv -3="valiv -3"0; valv_3.pf-0.01;
valv valv7 4-"'valv_4"1;
valv_4.pf-0.01;
pi p1_4 -"1pi_ 4"; p1_4.nrum-0; pi_4.num _ar-1;
pi_4.ratyf-0.0001; p1_4.rat-m-1.14; p1_4.length-l.0;
p1 _-4.diam-0.05;
pi p1 ._5=-"pi_5"1;
p1_5.nun-0; pi -5.numpar-l;
p1_5.ratypf-0.000l;
pi_5.rat_mn-1.l*I;
pi_5.length-1.O;
pi1 5.dian-0.05;
htss htss -I1"htss_-1"1; htss l.temp-3000.; htssl.pfrac-0.05;
exnz exnz-"1exnz 1"1; exnz-l.diam-0.05; exnz_1.eff-0.85;
exnz_1.ratio-125:0; exnz_1.stat-1;
rgen rgenl-"rgen_1"; rgen_1.tc-3000; rgen-l.twmax=780.;
rgenl.qjiuc-93.; rgen_1..blrnax=225.; rgen-l.lw-u.0025;
rgenl.ratyf-0.4; rgenl.stat-1;
//The following nozzle data is from AFAL-TR-88-014 fig 37&38
rgenl.hg(0]-.18; rgen_1.ar[0)-125.; rgenl.surf[0]-. 17;
rgen_1.hg(1J-.21; rqen_!.ar~l]-l12.; rgen_1.surf(1J-.11;
rqen_1.hg(2]u..24;
rgen_l.ar[2]-100.; rgen.l.surf(2]-.021;
rgenilhg[31-.28;
rgen_1.ar[3J-83.;
rgen_.surf(3]-.063;
rgen_1.hgf4]-.35; rgen_1.ar(4J-67.; rgenl.surf[4]-.097;
rgenl.hg[S]-.45; rgen_1.ar[5]-53.; rgenl.surf[5]-. 13;

H
H

rgen-l.hg[G1a.71;
rgen_1.kg[7]-1.3;
rgen_1.hg(8J-4.2;
rgen-l.hg[93-20.;
rgen_1.I'gflO]-1.8;
rgen_1.hg(11]-.63;

rgen-l.ar[6]-37.;
rgen-l.ar[73-22.;
rgen_1.ar(8]-9.2;
rgen_1.ar(9]-1.0;
rgen-l.ar(10]-27.;
rgen_1.ar(11]-67.;

rgenl.surf[6]-.15;
rqen_1.surf(7]-.17;
rgenl.surf[8]-.19;
rgen_1.surf[9]-.21;
rgen-l.surf[10]-.22:
rgen_1.surf(113-.23;

pump 1.infl; pump_2.iaB); gtl.1n0;
eta prt-2; eta .acc-1 .Oe-3;
while (stafl)
{vary(valv_2.pf, valv_-2.pf, 0.001, 0.4);
vary(rgen_1.tc, rgen-l.tc, 500., 3500.);
gas 10);
valv_-1();
p1-10;
shft_10;
plump- 10;
splO0;
pump_2();
rgen 10;, p1_4();
valv_3();
gt_10);
pi-6O; valv_-4();
mx 1.-so;
sp_1.so;
p 1 -3 0;
mx_10;
lts_10;
exnz_10);

p1_20;
valv 20;

cons(rgen-l.tc, htss_1.fl.t-rgenlI.tc);
gass.printfl;

moda.printo;
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Bleed Cycle (Uncooled Nozzle)

-2000

MW PBR

thermodynamic data for HYDROGEN with flow id =THR-tH2
pc=l2.8OOOOO, tc=33.200000, tb=20.400000, molwt=2.016000
task:
x=
c=
h=

sta n=0 f=2.946671e+06
1.000000e-01 1.OO0OOe-02 1.000000e-02
2.437571e+00 3.229653e+02 2.946671e+06
1.676le-03 hs= l.676le-03 xnu=0.O0e+00 n=1.66e-03 s=1.50e-03 a=9.92e-01

task:
x=
c=
h=

sta -n=l f=2.419404e+04
5.949484e-02 1.028357e-02
5.885908e-03
1.836518e-05 -8.608664e+01 -2.419389e+04
1.3500e-06 hs= 1.3500e-06 mu=0.00et00 n=1.22e-06 s=4.49e-07 a=7.35e-01

task: sta n=2 f=7.358433e+03
x - 5.951464e-02
9.178656e-03 5.942038e-03
c=-2.020809e-05 3.501279e+00
7.358432e+03
h= 2.336'7e-09 hs= 2.3367e-09 mu=0.O0e+00 n=1.35e-09 s=8.28e-l0 a=8.43e-01
task: sta n=3 f=5.520819e+0l
x= 5.951432e-02 9.213792e-03 5.931398e-03
c=-2.136492e-06 -6.052007e-01 -5.520487e+01
h= 6.6674e-11 hs= 6.6674e-11 mu=0.O0e+00 n=4.08e-l1 s=1.87e-11 a=7.75e-01
task: sta n=4 f=l.748936e+01
x= 5.951447e-02 9.207406e-.03
5.931532e-03
c= 1.831213e-08 -8.018754e-02 -1.748918e+01
h= 1.1710e-12 hs 1.1710c-12 rnu=0.00c±00 n=9.23e-13 s=3.55e-13 a=7.36e--0l
task: sta n 5 f=1.29491le-01
x= 5.951449e-02 9.206446e-03 5.931569e-03
c= 1.300933e-10 7.746009e-04 1.294888e-01
h= 1,0924e-16 hs=- 1.0924e-16 ru=0.00e±00 n=8.54e-17 s=3.29e-17 a-7.37e-0l
convergence of independent variables in task sta
output of model flows
model

temp

pres

mass

enth

qasi1
val v 1
p11,
pump_1
spi1
pi_2
htss_1
sp_2
exnz_1
SP_1
valv_2
pi_3
sp_2
valv 4
mx 1
pi. 4
valv_3
gtl_
exnz 2

20.0
20.0
20.0
32.7
32.7
32.7
3000.0
3000.0
1089.7
32.7
32.6
32.6
3000.0
3000.0
1300.0
1300.0
1300.0
814.5
678.0

0 .99'
0.98
0.98
60.19
60.19
60.19
57.18
57.18
0.30
60.19
56.61
56.61
57.18
56.61
56.61
56.60
56.04
5.60
2.95

40.000
40.000
40.000
40.000
39.632
39.632
39.632
39.397
39.397
0.368
0.368
0.368
0.235
0.235
0.603
0.603
0.603
0.603
0.603

-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.0169e406
-4.0169e+06
-4.0169e+06
4.3764e+07
4.3764e+07
1.1325e4-07
-4.0169e+06
-4.0169e+06
-4.0169e+06
4.3764e+07
4.3764e+07
1.4600e+07
1,4600e+07
1.4600e+07
7.2332e+06
5.2627e+06

gas I
va1v_1

diam=1.OOO0e-01 area-7.8540e-03
dp=9.8692e-03 pf-1.0000e-02

entr
-1.0589e+05
-1.0587e+0O5
-1.0587e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0374e+05
-2.9025e+04
-2.9025e+04
-2.4291e+04
-1.0374e+05
-1.0357e+05
-1.0356e-+05
-2,9025e+04
-2.8984e+04
-4.3168e+04
.-4.3167e+04
-4.3126e+04
-4.0667e+04
-4 ,0667e+04

dens

velc

7.712e+01
66.0
7.714e-+0l
66.0
7.714e+01
66.0
6.692e+O1
66.0
6.692e+01
75.4
6.692e+01
75.4
4.664e-01
75.4
4.664e-0i
581.7
6.806e-03 8075.6
6.692e+01
70.1
6.612e+0.
70.1
6.612e+'01
70.9
4.664e-01
64.2
4.617e-01
64.2
1.061e4-00
72.4
1.061e+00
72.4
1.050e+00
72.4
1.688e-01
72.4
1.069e-01 1986.5

qual
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
I

pil1

puimp_1
pi_2

htss_1
sp_2
exnz 1
valv_2
pi_3

mx 1l
pi_4

valv_3
gt_1
exnz

9

SPi1
shft_1
valv -4

dp=9.7705e-05
length=1.OOO0e+OO diam=1.OQO0e-O1 area=7.8540e-03
rat pf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-m=4.OOQ0e+O1
numpa r= 1
rpm=6.OOO0e+04 dp=5.9216e+O1 eff 7.OOO0e-Ol power=-4.4446e+O6
rat dp=5.9215e+O1 rat_torque=7.0737e+02 rat rpm=6.00O0e+O4
rat rn=4.OOO0e+O1 rat-eff=7.OOOOe-O1 inertia=1.OOO0e-O1
dp=6 .0289e-03
length=l.OOO0e+OO diarn=-.OOOe-Ol area=7.854Oe-O3
ratpf=1.OOO0e-04 rat m=3.9600e+O1
num-par~l
heat=1.8936e+09
sr-b.9316e-03
diamO=4.3000e-O1 diaml=1.OOO0e-O1 areaO=1.4522e-O1 areal=7.8540e-03
mreq=3.9397e+Ol thrust=4.5409e+05 impulise=1.1761e-O3
diam-2.1276e-O1 area=3.5554e-02
aexp=4.4442e+OO eff=8.50OOe-0O1
dp=3.5824e+OO pf=5.9514e-02
dp=4.7982e-03
length=1.OOO0e+QO diarn=1.OOO0e-02 area=7.8540e-05
rat pf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-m=4.OOOOe-O1
num par= 1
diani=1.OOO0e-O1 area=7.8540e-03
dp-3.2196e-03
length=1.OOO0e+OO diam=1.OOO0e-O1 area=7.8540e-03
iatpf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-n=8.OOOOe-O1
numpa r= 1
dp=5.6603e-O1 pf 1.O3O0e-O02
rpm=6.OOO0e+'4 eff-=8.OOOOe-O1 power=4,4446e+06
rat -cmass=3.8821e-O1 rat -cspeed-1.6641el-03
rat_pr=1.OOO0e+O1 inertia=1.OOe+O
mreq=6.033le-O1 thrust=2.O484eiO3 impulse-'3.4644e+O2
diam=6.OJ.57e-02 area-2.8422e-03
aexp=2.8422e-03 eff=6.OOOOe-O1.
sr=9.2065e-03
diamO=1.OOO0e-O1 diaml=1.OOO0e--02 areaO=7.8540e-03 areal='7t.8540e-05
rpm=6.OOO0e+04 power=1.2949e-O1 inertia=1.lOO0e+OO
dp=5.7178e-O1 pf=1.0.OOOe-02
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Bleed Cycle (Cooled Nozzle)

-

2000 MW PER

thermodynamic data for HYD"AGEN with flow id = THR-tH2
pc=12.80000 0 , tc-33.200000, tb=20.400000, molwt-2.016000
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4185e+02 Space side = 1.9453e+02
task: sta n=C f=l.925538e+06
x= 1.000000e-01 1.000000e-0l
c=-5.627963e+00 -2.240998e-01

1.0000OOe-02
1.141654e+03

1.0000OOe-0 2
1.925537e+06

***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 9.4185e+02 Space sides 1.9453e+02
***WARNING; Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side = 9.4185e+02 Space side = 1.9453e+02
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4185e+02 Space side = 1.9453e+02
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side = 9.4185e+02 Space side- 1.9453e+02
h= 9.4372e-03 hs- 9.4372e-03 mu=2.08e-01 n-1l.09e-02 s=5.14e-03 a=8.79e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side = 9.4185e+02 Space side- 1.9453e+02
task: sta n=l f=2.352508e+06
x= 6.535756e-02 7.097487e-03 3.256879e-02 3.261585e-03
c=-3.588697e-02 3.387519e-01 -2.342282e+02 -2.352508e+06
h= 7.1844e-05 hs- 7.1844e-05 mu-0.00e+00 n-5.12e-05 s=2.7le-05 a=8.54e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side = 9.4185e+02 Space side- 1.9453e+02
task: sta n=2 f-8.288539e+04
x- 5.941308e-02 6.501288e-03 3.060407e-02 6.669967e-03
c= 1.024958e-10 -4.566930e-04 2.400917e+02 8.288504e+04
h= 2.9812e-05 hs= 2.9812e-05 mu-0.00e+00 n-l.77e-05 s=6.07e-06 a=6.68e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4185e+02 Space side = 1.9453e+02
task:
xc=
ha

eta n=3 f-l.516546e+04
5.941214e-02 6.501288e-03 3.480098e-02 6.402262e-03
8.767530e-04 1.287226e+02 -1.516491e+04
9.602985e-1
8.5659e-06 hs= 8.5659e-06 mu-0.00e+00 n-2.83e-05 s=1.89e-06 a=3.57e-01

***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 9.4185e+02 Space side- 1.9453e+02
task: sta

n=4

f-2.428594e+03

J1

x= 5.936820e-02
6.501288e-03
4.012179e-02
6.25769le-03
c=-1.413980e-12 2.674562e-04 2.291044e+01 -2.4"'8486e+03
h-' 2.7136e-07 hs- 2.7136e-07 mu=0.O0e+00 n=1.33e-06 s=5.95e-08 a=2.99e-01
***WRIfNG: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 9.4185e+i02 Space side= 1.9453e+02
task: sta n-5 f-4.450260e+02
x-- 5.93564le-02 6.501288e-03 4.127555e-02 6.225847e-03
c= 4,263256e-14 3.793903e-05 1.925824e+00 -4.450218e+02
h= 1.9180e-09 hs- 1.9180e-09 mu-0.O0e+00 n-l.16e-08 s=4.15e-l0 a=2.74e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4185e+02 Space side- 1.9453e+02
task: sta n=6 f=5.392201e+00
x= 5.935503e-02 6.501288e-03 4.138301e-02 6.223242e-03
c= 0.000000e+00 7.183304e-07 4.052167e-02 -5.392048e+00
h= 8.4900e-13 hs- 8.4900e-13 mu-0.O0e+00 n-5.25e-12 s=1.85e-13 a=2.70e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 9.4185e+02 Space side= 1.9453e+02
task: sta n=7 f-5.384589e-02s
x= 5.935500e-02 6.501288e-03 4.138529e-02 6.223181e-03
c= 0.000000e+00 9.430750e-10 -1.355598e-04 -5.384572e-02
h= 9.5054e-18 hs- 9.5054e-18 mu-0.00e+00 n-5.24e-17 s=2.16e-18 a=2.79e-01
convergence of independent variables in task sta
output of model flows
model

temp

pres

mass

enth

gasi1
valv_1
pilI
pump 1
sp_3
pump 2
pi-2
rgenl1
spi1
sp_3
valv_5
mx 2
htss_1
sp_2
exnz_1
spi1
valv_2
pi-3
sp_2
valv_4
mx_1
pi-4
valv_3
qt-1
exnz_2

20.0
20.0
20.0
32.7
32.7
37.0
37.0
311.2
311.2
32.7
32.7
97.8
3000.0
3000.0
1089.7
311.2
311.2
311.2
3000.0
3000.0
1300.0
1300.0
1300.0
814.5
678.1

0.99
0.98
0.98
60.19
60.19
99.67
99.67
59.80
59.80
60.19
59.80
59.80
56.81
56.81
0.30
59.80
56.25
56.24
56.81
56.24
56.24
56.24
55.68
5.57
2.93

40.000
40.000
40.000
40.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
11.503
28.000
28.000
39.503
39.503
39.258
39.258
0.497
0.497
0.497
0.246
0.246
0.742
0.742
0.742
0.742
0.742

-4.1280e4-06
-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.0169e+06
-4.0169e+06
-3.9315e+06
-3.9315e+06
1.6313e+05
1.6313e+05
-4.0169e+06
-4.0169e+06
-2.7997e+06
4.3763e+07
4.3763e+0,7
1.1325e+07
1.6313e-405
1.6313e+05
1.6313e+05
4.3763e+07
4.3763e+07
1.4600e+07
1.4600e+07
1.4600e+07
7.2332e+06
5.2638e+06

gasi1
valv_1
p11l

diam-1.OOOOe-01 area-7.8540e-03
dp-9.8692e-03 pf-1.OOOOe-02
dp-9.7'705e-05
length'=1 .OOOe+00 diam- 1.OOO0e-0l area='7.8540e-03

entr
-1.0589e+05
-1.0587e+05
-1.0587e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0234e+05
-l.0234ei-05
-6.3960e+04
-6.3960e+04
-1.0374e+05
-1.0372e+05
-8.0368e+04
-2.8999e+04
-2.8999e+04
-2.4265e+04
-6.3960e-04
-6.3702e+04
-6.3702e+04
-2.8999e+04
-2.8957e-04
-4.3141e+04
-4.3141e+04
-4.3099e+04
-4.0640e+04
-4.0640e+04

dens

veic

7.712e+01
66.0
7.714e+01
66.0
7.714e+01
66.0
6.692e+01
66.0
6.692e+01
22.8
6.817e+0l
22.8
6.817e+01
22.4
4.616e+00
22.4
4.616e+00 317.3
6.692e+01 5327.6
6.685e+03. 5327.6
1.569e+01 320.6
4.634e-01 320.6
4.6234e-01 583.4
6.763e-03 8075.7
4.616e+00 1369.9
4.349e+00 1369.9
4.348e+00 1454,3
4.634e-01
67.5
4.588e-01
67.5
1.054e+00
89.7
1.054e+00
89.7
1.043e+00
89.7
1.677e-01
89.7
1.062e-01 1986.6

qual
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

J2

pump 1
pi_2

rgen_1
htss_1
sp_2
exliz 1
valv_-2
pi_3

mx_1
pi_4

valv 3
gt_]1
exnz_2
sp_1
shft -1
valv-4
sp_3
pump_2
mx_2
valv_5

ratpf-1.OOO0e.-04 rat-mn=4.OOO0e+O1
num par-1
rpm-6.0OO0e+04 dp-5.9216e+O1 eff-7.OOOOe-O1 power---4.4446e+O6
rat_dp-5.9215e+O1 rat-torque-7.0737e+02 rat_rpm-6.OOO0e+04
rat m-4.OOQ0e+O1 rat-eff-7.QOOOe-O1 inertia-1.OOOOe-O1
dp-;9. 1525e-04
length=-i.OOO0e+OO diam-1.OOOOe-O1 area-7.8540e-03
rat pff-1.OOOOe-04 rat-m-3. 9600e+O1
flum -par-i
tcomb-3.0000e+03 rat-m-1.2000e+Ol
heat-i .8394e+09
sr-6.2232e-03
diamO-4,3000e-O1 diaml-1.0OOOe-01 areaO=1.4522e-01 areal-7.854O0-O-3
nreq-3.9258e+Ol thrust-4 .5249e+05 impulse=1.1*761e+03
diam-2.1306e-O1 area=3.5654e-02
aexp=4 .4567e+OO eff-8. 5000e-O1
dp-3.5495e-OO pf-5.9355e-02
dp-8.671le-03
iength-1.OOO0e+OO diam-i.OOOOe-02 area=7.8540e-05
ratpf-1.OOOe-O4 rat-xn=4.OOOOe-O1
num_par-4
diam-1.OOOOe-O1 area-7.8540e-03
dp-4.8444e-03
lerigth=1.OOO0e+OO diam-1.0OOe-01 area=7.8540e-03
ratyf-1.OOOOe-04 rat-m=8.OOOOe-O1
flum par-i
dp-5.6239e-O1 pf=1.OOO0e-02
rpm-6.OOO0e+O4 eff=8.OOOOe-O1 power=5.4693e+06
rat crnass-4.8O82e-O1 rat_cspeed=1.6641e+03
rat pr-1.OOO0e+O1 inertia=1.OOO0e+OO
mreq=7.4246e-O1 thrust-2.5209e+03 impulse=3.4646e+02
diam=6.6937e- 32 area-3.5190e-03
aexr'=3.5190e-03 eff-6. )OO0e-O1
sr-4.1385e-02
diamO-1.OOO0e-O1 diaml-1.OOOOe-02 areaO-7.854Oe-O3 areal=7.8540e-05
rpm-6.OOO0e+tI power-O.OOO0e+OO inertia-O.OOQ0e+OO
dp-5.6812e-O1 pf=1 .OOO0e-02
sr-7.00OOe-01
diamO=1.OOO0e-O1 diaml-1.OOO0e-02 areaO=7.854Oe-0O3 areal=7.854Oe-O5
rpm-6.OOO0e+04 dp=3.9477eiO1 eff=7.OOOOe-O1 power=-1.0247e'06
rat '-dp=3.9477e+O1 rat -torque-1.6309e+02 rat rpni-6.OOO0e+04
rat n=1.2OO0e+O1 rat eff-7.OOOOe-O1 inertia=1.OOO0e-O1
diam=1.OOO0e-O1 area-;7.8540e-03
dp=3.9133e-O1 pf=6.5013e-03

J3

APPENDIX
EXPANDER CYCLE

-

KC

2000 MW PBR

thermodynamic data for HYDROGEN with flow id = THR-tH2
pc=12.800000, tc-33.200000, tb=20.400000, molwt=2.016000
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4951e+02 Space side- 2.0452e+02
task: sta n=0 f-l.205471e+00O
3.000000e+-03
x= l.000000e-02
c= 1 .205471e+00 0.000000e-00
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4951e+02 Space side- 2.0452e+02
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4951e+02 Space side- 2.0452e+02
h= 4.0233e-04 hs= 4.0233e-04 mu=0.O0e+00 n=4.02e-04 s=4.02e-04 a=1.00e+00
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 9.4951e+02 Space side= 2.0452e+02
f=1.045657e-07
task: sta n='l
x- 3.005813e-02 3.000000e+i03
c=-l .045657e-07 0.000000~e+00
output of model flows
model

temp

pres

enth

40.000
40.000
40.000
40.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
12.000
28.000
28.000
28.000
40.000
40.000
40.000

-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.1260e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-3.7183e+06
-3.7183e+06
2.9423e+05
2.9423e+05
2.9423e+05
-3.8524e+05
-3.8524e+05
-3.8524e+05
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.01?1e+06
-2.9276e+06
4.3762e4-07
1.1281e4-07

entr
-1.0589e+05
-1.0575e+05
-1.0575e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1,0374e+05
-9.9716e4-04
-S.9716e+04
-6.6477e+04
-6.6476e+04
-6.6433e+04
-6.5789e+04
-6.5788e+04
-6.5746e+04
-1.0374e+05
-1.0367e+05
-1.0367e+05
-8.1682e+04
-2.8894e+04
-2,4159e+04

dens

veic

7.712e+01
66.0
7.731e+01 '66.0
7.731e+01
65.9
6.692e+01
65.9
6.692e+i1
22.8
22.8
7.047e+-01
21.7
7.047e+01
8.682e+00
21.7
8.682e+00
176.0
8.600e+00 176.0
176.0
5.219e+00
5.219e+00 292.7
5.169e+00
292.7
53.3
6.692e+0l
53.3
6.659e+01
53.5
6.659e+01
297.7
1.711e+01
297.7
4.517e-01
6.543e-03 8065.4

gas_1
valv_1
pi 1
pump_1
spi1
pump_2
pi_2
rgeril
pi_4
valv_3
qt_1
pi 5
valv_4
spi1
valv_2
pi_3
Mxl1
htss_1
exnz-.1

20.0
19.9
19.9
32.6
32.6
47.2
47.2
321.0
321.0
321.0
271.0
271.0
271.0
32.6
32.6
32.6
89.3
3000.0
1086.8

gas I
valv_1
pi 1

diam=l.OOO0e-0l area-=7.8540e-03
cp=9.8692e-02 pf=1.OOO0e-01
dp-8.8823e-05
length=1.OOO0e+O0 diam=1.OOO0e-0l area.=7.8540e-03
rat pf=1 . OOOe-04 rat-m=-4 . OOOe+01
num-par= 1
rprn=6.OOO0e+04 dp=5.9216ei-0 eff-7.OOOOe-01 power--4.4346e+06
rat dp=5.9215e+0l rat -torque-7.051/8e+02 rat_rpm-6.OOO0e+04
rat m=4.OOO0e+0l rat eff-7.OOOOe-01 inertial1.OOOOe-01
sr-7.0000e-01

pump 1
spi1

0.99
0.89
0.89
60.10
60.10
198.27
198.27
118.96
118.96
117.77
58.88
58.88
58.29
60.10
58.30
58.29
58.29
55.38
0.29

mass

qual
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

K,

-shft 1
-pump-2
pi 2

valv_2
pi-3

mx_1
gt_1
valv_-3
valv_-4
pi-4

pi-5

htss_1
exnz_1
xgenl1

. OOOe-O1 diaml-1 . OOOe-O1 areaO-7.8540e-03 areal-7.8540e-03
-diamOwi
-rpm-6.CO(e+04 power-O.OOO0e+OO inertia-O.OOO0e+OO
-rpm-6.OOO0e+04 dp-1.3817e+02 eff-7.OCOOe-O1 power---3.5866e+06
rat_dp-1.3817e+02 rat -torque-5.7081e+02 rat rpm-6.OOO0e+04
rat m-1.2000e+O1 rat-eff-7.OOOOe-J. inertia-1.OOOOe-O1
dp-7.J.379e-03
length-1.OOO0e+OO diam-1.OOOOe-O1 area-7.8540e-03
ratjpf-1.OOOOe-O4 rat-m-2'.OOO0e+O1
numypar-1
dp-1.8066e+OO pf-3.0058e-02

dp-5.0784e-03

length=1.0000e-OO diarn-l.0OOOe-Ol area-7.8540e-03
ratjpf-1.OOOOe-O4 rat-m-3.OOO0e+O1
numypar-1
diam-1.OOOOe-O1 area-7.8540e-03
rpm-6.OOO0e+04 eff-8.OOOOe-O1 power-8.1535e+06
rat-cmass-1.8256e+OO rat_cspeed-3.3490e+03
ratypr-2.OOO0e+0O inertia-1.OOO0e+OO
dp-1.1896e+OO pf-1.OOOOe-02
dp-5.8881e-O1 pf-1.0OOOe-02
dp-4.2826e-03
length-1.OOO0el-OO diam=1.OOOOe-1. area=7.8540e-03
ratpf-1.0OOOe-04 rat-m=2.OOO0e+O1
numjpar-1
dp-2.1198e-03
length=1.OOO0e+OO dianv=1.OOOOe-O1 area-7.8540e-03
ratypf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-m=2.OOO0e+O1
num par-I
heat-1.8676e+09
nreq-4.OOO0e+Ol thrust-4.6046e+05 impulse-1.1747e+O3
diam-2,1881e-O1 area-3.7602e-02
aexp-4 .7002e+OO eff-8.5OOOe-O1
tcomb-3.OOO0e+03 rat-m=1.2000e+Ol

K(2
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L

Bleed Cycle (Uncooled Nozzle)
thermodynamic data for HYDROGEN with flow id

150 MW PBR

-

-

THR-tH2

pc-12.800000, tc=33.200000, tb-20.400000, molwt=2.016000
task: sta. n-0 f=2.406347ef05
1.000000e-02
x= 1.OOOOOOe-0l 1.000000e-01
c=-2.220653e+00 -1.006090e+03 2.406326e+05
h= 2 8380e-03 hs- 2.8380e-03 mu-2.50e+QO n=l.6le-02 s=llle-03 a=4.30e-0l
task: sta n-1 f=8.395095e+05
4.651290e-02 1.815817e-02
x= 1.292678e-01
8.395094e+05
c=-8.480559e-0l -3.708270e+02
h= 5.5454e-04 hs= 5.5454e-04 mu=1.50e+Q0 n=2.17e-03 s=1.46e-04 a-5.97e-01
task:
x=
c=
h=

sta n-2 f=5.195484e+05
1.483032e-01
6.917974e-04 1.394050e-02
1.934248e-01 1.577007e+03 5.195460e+05
3.5964e-03 hs= 5.5454e-04 mu-2.50e+00 n-2.22e-04 s=2.48e-05 a=5.73e-01

task: sta n-3 f=6.815490e+05
x= 1.328687e-01
4.793099e-02 1.585148e-02
c=-6.257368e-01 -4.738915e+02 6.815489e+05
h= 5.3214e-04 hs= 5 3214e--04 mu-1.50e+00 n=8.75e-04 s=2.49e-05 a=3.98e-0l
task: sta n=4 f=5.358772e+05
x= 1.422617e-01 6.820045e-03 1.385938e-02
c=-1.674903e-0l
8.121051e+02 5.358766e+05
h= 1.0068e-03 hs- 5.3214e-04 mu-2.50e+00 n-1.91e-04 s=l.39e-05 a=4.27e-Ol
task: sta n-5 f=5.938319e+05
x= 1.357105e-01
3.900726e-02
1.449258e-02
5.938318e+405
c=-4.91'7480e-0l -3.971147e+02
h- 3.7022e-04 hs- 3.7022e-04 mu-1.50e+00 n=3.73e-04 s=l.24e-05 a=3.67e-01
task: sta n=6 f=4.395793e+05
x= 1.413388e-01 9.832035e-03 1.234255e-02
c=-2.205903e-0l
4.879152e+02 4.395790e+05
h= 3.9423e-04 hs= 3.7022e-04 rnu-2.50e+O0 n-l.34e-04 s=7.54e-06 a=3.80e-O1
task: sta n=7 f-5.119306e+05
x= 1.377990e-01
3.123783e-02 1.325884e-02
c=-3.919973e-01 -3.063907e-02 5.119305e+05
h= 2.3473e-04 hs= 2.3473e-04 mu-1.50e4-OQ n=1.88e-04 s=5.61e-06 a=3.49e-0l
task: sta n=8
f=3.637987e+05
x= 1.416273e-01 1.180677e-02 1.l18610'e-02
c=-2.012424e-01
2,.820718e4-02 3.637986e+05
h= I.5367e-04 hs- 1.5367e-04 mu=5.04e-01 n=3.45e-05 s-3.44e-06 a=4.06e-01
task: sta. n=9 f=9.089138e+04
x= 1.428606e-01
2.068497e-02 7.167763e-03
c=-1.136210e-01 -4.286157e+02
9.089037e+04
h= 2.6593e-04 hs- 1.5367e-04 mu-l.50e+00 n-4.67e-05 s=1.88e-06 a -2.53e-0l
task: sta. n=10 f=2.039835e+05
x= I..429456e-01
1.197333e-02 8.845784e-03
c=-i.218321e-0l
9.834320e-01 2.039835e+05
h= 2.7156e-05 hs- 2.7156e-05 mu-5.04e-0i n-1.40e-05 s=2.68e-07 a=-2.4le-01
task: sta n-1l f=5.058146e+04
x- 1.444591e-Ql
1.020737e-02

6.639716e-03

Li

LL
..

c--3.270680e-02 6.432010e+00 5.058146e+04
h- 9.2963e-07 hs- 9.2963e-07 mu-0.OOe+00 n-9.10e-07 s-2.47e-09 a-4.05e-01
task:
xch=

sta n-12 f-5.614124e+02
1.450441e-01 8.937127e-03 5.915645e-03
1.308434e-03 2.006189e+01 -5.610538e+02
5.7115e-07 hs- 5.7115e-07 mu-0.OOe+00 n-1.31e-08 s-9.72e-09 a=8.67e-O1

task: sta n-13 f-3.862317e+02
x= 1.449884e-01
9.544179e-03 5.921620e-03
c=-1.514550e-03 -2.738197e+01 3.852599e+02
h= 1.0636e-06 hs- 5.7115e-07 mu-l.0Oe+00 n=2.40e-09 s=2.20e-09 a=9.59e-01
task:
xc=
h=

sta n-14 f-4.667075e+02
1.450209e-01 9.188869e-03 5.913711e-03
1.218807e-04 -5.846959e-01 -4.667072e+02
5.3734e-10 hs- 5.3734e-10 mu-O.00e+00 n=5.03e-11 s=l.77e-12 a=2.08e-O1

task:
x=
c=
h=

sta n-15 f-4.307005e+00
1.450190e-01 9.182303e-03 5.920483e-03
7.041374e-06 7.716100e-0l -4.237323e+00
8.4410e-10 hs = 5.3734e-10 mu=1.00e+00 n=5.11e-l1

s=1.55e-12 a=1.91e-01

task: sta n-16 f=2.176135e+02
x= 1.450199e-01
9.187595e-03 5.917330e-03
c= 6.499601e-05 -3.834473e-02 -2.176135e+02
h= 1.3815e-11 hs- 1.3815e-11 mu-.00e+00 n=1.16e-l1

s=7.45e-15 a-l.54e-01

task: sta n=17 f-5.189261e-0l
x- 1.450187e-01 9.191992e-03 5.920428e-03
c=-3.075895e-06 -8.895801e-03 5.188498e-01
h= 1.1492e-13 hs= 1.1492e-13 mu=O.00e+00 n=1.46e-15 s=3.62e-16 a=5.07e-01
task: sta n=18 f=1.810299e-01
x= 1.450187e-01 9.191946e-03 5.920424e-03
c=-8.789193e-07 -5.720998e-03 1.809394e-01
h- 4.6627e-14 hs- 4.6627e-14 mu-0.00e+00 n-6.07e-16 s=1.89e-16 a=5.63e-0O
task: sta n=19
f=4.297732e-02
x= 1.450187e-01 9.191855e-03 5.920422e-03
c= 2.155883e-07 1.266565e-03 -4.295865e-02
h- 2.2878e-15 hs- 2.2878e-15 mu-0.00e+00 n=2.15e-17 s=8.05e-18 a=6.16e-0l
task: sta n-20 f-5.999307e-04
x= 1.450187e-01 9.]91872e-03 5.920422e-03
c= 3.010371e-09 1.768163e-05 -5.996700e-04
output of model flows
model
gas_1
valv 1
pipump_1
sp_1
pi 2
htss .
sp_2
exnz 1
spvalv 2
pi_3
sp_2
valv 4
mx_1

temp

pres

20.0
19.9
19.9
32.6
32.6
32.6
3000.0
3000.0
1094.1
32.6
32.6
32.6
3000.0
3000.2
1300.0

0.99
0.89
0.89
60.10
60.10
60.10
57.09
57.09
0.31
60.10
51.39
51.38
57.09
51.38
51.38

mass
3.800
3.800
3.800
3.800
3.765
3.765
3.765
3.743
3.743
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.022
0.022
0.057

enth
-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
4.3764e+07
4.3764e+07
1.1391e+07
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
4.3764e+07
4.3764e+07
1.4597e+07

entr
-1.0589e+05
-1.0575e+05
-1.0575e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0374e+05
-2.9019e+04
-2.9019e+04
-2.4287e+04
-I.0374e+05
-1.0331e+05
-1.0331e+05
-2.9019e+04
-2.8583e+04
-4.2768e+04

dens

velc

7.712e+01
25.1
7.731e+0l
25.1
7.731e+01
25.0
6.692e+01
25.0
6.692e+01
28.7
6.692e+01
28.7
4.657e-01
28.7
4.657e-01 845.7
6.872e-03 8090.7
6.692e+01
26.6
6.483e+0l
26.6
6.483e+01
27.4
4.657e-01
24.4
4.193e-01
24.4
9.636e-01
30.2

qual
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

p1_4
;'alv_3
gtl
exnz_2

1300.0
1300.2
814.6
677.9

gas_1
valv_-1
pi-l

diam=5.0000e-02 area=1.9635e-03
dp=9.8692e-02 pf=1.0000e-01
dp=8.8823e-05

51.38
46.24
4.62
2.43

0.057
0.057
0.057
0.057

1.4597e+07
1.4597e+07
7.2339e+06
5.2615e+06

-4.2768e+04
-4.2330es04
-3.9873e+04
-3.9873e+04

9.635e-01
30.2
8.677e-01
30.2
1.393e-01
30.2
8.814e-02 1986.4

1.00
1.0.)
1.00
1.00

lerigth=1 .OOO0e+00 diam-5.OOOOe-02 area-l.9635e-03
rat -pf-1.OOOOe-04 rat-nv=3.8000e+00
pump 1
pi_2

htss_1
sp_2
exnz_1
valv_2
pi_3

mK 1
p1_4

vaiv 3
qt_1
exnz_2

sp_1
shft_-1
vaiv_4

numf_par-i
rpm=3.OOO0e+04 dp=5.9216e+2. eft=7.OOOOe-01 power=-4.2129e+05
rat -dp=5.9215e+01 rat -torque=1 .3410e+02 rat -rpm=3.OOO0e+04
rat m-3.8000e+00 rat-eff-7.OOOOe-01 inertia-i.OOOOe-01
dp-5.9004e-03
length=1 .OOO0e+00 diam=-5.OOOOe-02 aream-1.9635e-03
rat--pf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-m=3.BOO0e+00
numspar=1
heat=1.7990e+08
sr=5.9204e-03
diam0-1.lOO0e-01 diaml-5.OOOOe-02 areao=9.5033e-03 areal=1.9635e-03
mreq=3.7428e+00 thrust=4.3219e+04 impulse=1.1783e+03
diam=6.5192e-02 area-3.3379e-03
aexp-4 .1724e-01 eff-8. 5000e-01
dp=8.7162e+00 pf=1.4502e-01
dp=3.9185e-03
length=l . OOOe+00 diam-5. OOOOe-03 area=i. 9635e-05
rat-pf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-m=4.0000e-02
nuff npar=1
diam=5.OOOOe-02 area-1.9635e-03
dp=2.6287e-03
length=1.OOO0ei-00 diaxn=5.OOO0e-02 area-1.9635e-03
ratspf=1.OOO0e.-04 rat-m-8.OOOOe-02
numypar=1
dp=5.1381e+00 pf=1.OOO0e-01
rpm-3.OOO0e+04 eff-8.OOOOe-0i power=4.2129e+05
rat -cmass-4.4618e-02 rat cspeed-8.3198e+02
ratDr=1 .OOO0e+01 inertia-i.OOO0e+00
mreq=-5.7220e-02 thrust-1.9425e+02 inpulse=3.4641e+02
diam-2 .0399e-02 area=3 .2682e'-04
aexp-3.2682e-04 eff-6.OOOOe-01
sr-9.1919e-03
diam0=5.OOO0e-02 diaml-5.0000e-03 area0=1.9635e-03 areal=1.9635e-05
rprn-3.0000e4-04 power=~-5.9967e-04 inertia=1.lOO0e+00
dp-5.7093e+00 pf=.1.OOOOe-01
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thermiodynamnic data for HYDROGEN with flow id - THR-tH2
pcs=12.800000, tc'.33.200000, tb'=20.400000, molwt-2.016000
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side- 7.2218e+01
task: sta n-0 f-5.857797e+05
x- 1.000000e-01 l.OOOOOOe-0l 1.000000e-01
c=-5.653663e+00 -4.984248e-00 -3.753869e+02

l.OOOOOOe-02
5.857796e+05

***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side- 7.2218e+01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+s02 Space side- 7,2218e+01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side- 7.2218a+Ol
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side= 7.2218e+01
h= 1.6014e-02 hs= 1.6014e-,02 mu-0.00e+00 n=l.12e-02 s=9.47e-03 a=9.71e-Ol b-2
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 8.5216e+02 Space side= 7.2218e+01
task: sta
n-l f=5.49l736e+05
x= 1.498879e-01 1.226599e-02 9.586996e-02 9.738471e-03
c=-3.804860e-0l 2.347105e-01 -3.686160e+02
5.491735e+05
h= 2.179le-04 hs= 2.l79le-04 mu-0.O0e+00 n-l.67e-04 s-l.22e-04 a-9.53e-0i. b-2 b=2
**kWARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 8.5216e+02 Space side= 7.2218e+O1
task: sta n-2 f-l'.098274e+05
x= l.4805e-0l 9.240380e-03 2.094604e-02 9.993221e.-03
c-1.9863415e-0l I..024427e-Ol
4.848148e+02 2.098268e+05
h= 1.9035e-04 hs= 1.9035e-04 mu-1.00e+00 n=8.,08e-05 s-1.94e-05 a-6.03e-0l
***W.ARNING: Design nozzle temip at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 8.5216e+02 Space side- 7,2218e+01
task: sta n 3 f-l.236275e-05
x 1.460157e-01
7.910180e-03
5.848510e-02
6.00'0316e-03
c--l.186839e-0l
4.932442e-02 -3.535085e+02
1,236270e+05
h-= 9.6635e-05 hs= 9.6635e-05 mu-0.00e+00 n-l.23e-05 s=5.31e-06 a-6.99e-0l
***WJARNING:

task:

sta

Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 8.5216e+02
Space side- 7.2218e-O1

n=4

f-7.466618e4-02

141

M2
5.991438e-03
x- 1.447520e-01 5.935541e-03 3.375296e-02
c=-8.135714e-12 -1.679779e-03 -1.035468e+02 7.394470e+02
h- 7..6122e-06 hs= 7.6122e-06 mu-O.O0e+00 n-5.64e-07 s=5.60e-07 a=9.97e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side= 7.2218e+01
task; sta n-5 f-2.126762e+02
6.396649e-03
5.93554le-03 2.786511e-02
x=- 1.448769e-01
1.597163e-03 3.759019e+01 -2.093279e+02
c= 3.694822e-13
h= 1.0038e-06 hs- 1.0038e-06 mu-0.O0e+00 n-4.03e-08 s=3.99e-08 a=9.95e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side= 7.2218e+O1
-

task: sta n-6 f-5.915901e+01
6.289199e-03
x= 1.448318e-01 5.935541e-03 2.941759e-02
5.909550e.101
c=-2.842171e-14 -7.376115e-05 -2.740351e+00
h= 5.3332e-09 hs- 5.32332e-09 mu-0.O0e+00 n=1.86e-10 s=1.84e-10 a=9.97e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side= 7.2218e4-l
task: sta n-7 f-4.161377e-01
6.296130e-03
x= 1.448343e-01 5.935541e-03 2.930874e-02
c= 0.000000e+00 1.239004e-06 -4.331299e-02 4.138775e-01
h- 1.3322e-12 hs- 1.3322e-12 mu-0.O0e+00 n-4.87e-14 s=4.75e-14 a=9.89e-01
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side- 7.2218e+0l
task:
xc=
h-

sta n-8
f-8.344490e-03
6.296250e-03
1.448343e-01 5.93554le-03 2.930698e-02
0.000000e+00 -2.901758e-08 1.073151e-03 8.275195e-03
8.1779e-16 hs- 8.1779e-16 mu=0.O0e+0O n=2.85e-17 s=2.78e-17 a=9.89e-0i

***WARNING: Design nozzle t1-emp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5216e+02 Space side= 7.2218e+01
task: sta n-9 f-4.801239e-04
x-= 1.448343e-03. 5.935541e-03
1.287468e-09
c= 0.000000e4-00

2.930702e-02
6.296247e-03
6.601619e-06 -4.800785e-04

output of model flows
model
gasivalv_1
pi -1
PUMP 1
sp_3
pump__2
pi -2
rgen 1
spi1
sp_3
valv_5
nix_2
h1tss_1
sp_2

temp

pres

20.0
19.9
19.9
32.6
32.6
37.0
37.0
462.6
462.6
32.6
32.6
231.0
3000.0
3000.0

0.99
0.89
0.89
60.10
60.10
99.58
99.58
59.75
59.75
60,10
59.75
59.75
56.76
56.76

mass
3.800
3.800
3,800
3.800
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.844
!.900
1.900
3.744
3.744
3.721

enth
-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e406
-3.9317e+06
-3.9317e+06
2.2476e+0(
2.2476e4-06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-9.3134e+05
4.3763e+07
4.3763e+07

entr
-1.0589e+05
-1.05'75e+05
-1.0575e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1,0235e+05
-1.0235e+s05
-5.8489ei-04
-5.8489e+04
-1.0374e+05
-1.0373e4-05
-6.8041e+04
-2.8995e404
-2.8995e+04

dens
'7.712e+0l
7.'!'Jle+01
7.731e+-01
6.692e±01
6.692e+01
6.S17e±0l
6.817e+s01
3.112e+00
3.112e+00
6.692el01
6.686e+01
6.216e+00
4.630e-01
4.630e-01.

velc
25.1
25.).
25.0
25.0
14.5
14.5
14.2
14.2
301.8
1446.1
1446.1
306.8
306.8
845.7

qual
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

-.

.

exnz 1
sp 1
valv_2
-pi 3
sp_2
val, 4
mx_1pi_4
valv_3
qt_1exnz_2

1094.1
462.6
462.7
462.7
3000.0
3000.2
1300.0
1300.0
1300.2
814.6
678.0

gas 1
valvIL
pil1

diarn=5.OOO0e-02 area-1.9635e-03
dp=9.8692e-02 pf=1.0000e-01
dp-8.8823e-05
length=1.00OOOe+00 diam-5.OOOOe-02 area-1.9635e-03
ratypf=1.OOO0e-04 rat m=3.8000e+00
numypar=1
rpmn=3.OOO0e+04 dp-5.9216e-01 eff=7.0000e-01 power=-4.2129e+05
rat dp=5.9215e+01 rat torque-1.3410e+02 rat rpm-=3.0000e+04
rat-m=3.8000e+00 rat-eff-7.0000e-01 inertia=;1.OOO0e-01
dp=-2 .4895e-03
length-1 .OOOe+00 diam-5.0OOOe-02 area-1.9635e-03
ratpf=1.0000e-04 rat-m-3.8000e+00
numypar= 1
tcomb-3.OOO0e+03 rat-m-1.9000e+00
heat=1.6735e+08
sr-6 .2962e-03
diam0=1.lUO0e-01 diaml=-5.00OOOe-02 area0=9.5033e-03 area1=1.9635e-03
mreq-3.7207e+0O thrust-4.2965e-04 impulse-1.1783e+03
diam=6.5190e-02 area=3.3377e-03
aexp=4.1722e-01 eff-8.5000e-01
dp-8.6535e+00 pf=1.4483e-01
dp=9 .9015e-03
1ength=1 . OOOe+00 diam-5 .OOOOe-03 area=1 .9635e-05
rat pf=1 . OOOe-04 rat m=4 . OOOe-02
numpar-1
diam-5.OOOOe-02 area-1.9635e-03
dp -5.0141e-03
length=1.0000e-00 diam=5.OOOOe-02 area-1.9635e--03
ratypf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-rn=8.OOOOe-02
numpar=1
dp-5.1079e-00 pf-1.00OOe-01
rprr=3.OOO0e+04 eff=8.0OOe-01 power-5.8354e+05
rat crnass=6.2168e-02 rat -cspeed=8.3198e4-02
rat pr=1 .OOO0e+01 inertia-1.0OO0e+00
mreq-7.9258e-02 thrust-2.6907e+02 impulse-3.4641e+02
diam-2.4078e-02 area-4.5533e-04
aexpi4 .5533e-04 eff-6.0000e-01

pump 1
pi

2

rgen_1
htss_1
sp_2
exnz 1
valv_2
pi_3

mnx-1
pi_4

valv_3
gt-l
exnz_2

spil

shft_1valv_4
sp_3
pump_2
nix 2
valfv_5

sr-2

0.30
5.5
51.09
51.08
56.76
51.08
51.08
51.08
45.97
4.60
2.42

3.721
0.056
0.056
0.056
0.024
0.024
0.079
0,079
0,079
0.079
0.079

1.1391e+07
2.2476e+06
2.24 7 6e+06
2.2476e+06
4.3763e+07
4.3763e+07
1.4596e+07
1.4596e+07
1.4596e+07
7.2339e+06
5.2618e+06

-2.426.3e+04
-5.8489e+04
-5.7833e+04
-5.7832e+04
-2.8995e+04
-2.8559e+04
-4.2744e+04
-4.2743e-04
-4.2305e+04
-3.9849e4-04
-3.9849e-04

6.832e-03 8090.7
3.112e+00 911.2
2.669e+00 911.2
2.668e+00 1062.9
4.630e-01
25.9
4.168e-01
25.9
9.580e-01
42.1
9.579e-01
42.1
8.627e-01
42.1
1.385e-01
42.1
8.763e-02 1986.4

1.00
1.001.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

.9307e-02

diam0-5.0OOOe-02 diaml-5.ODO0e-03 areaO=1.9635e-03 areal=1.9635e-05
rpm-.3.0000e4-04 power-'0.0000e+00 inertia=0.0000e+00
cp-5.6760e+00 pf=1.0OO0e-O1
sr-5.OOOOe-01
diam0-5.00OOe-02 diaml=5.OOOOe-03 a-eoO1.9635e-03 areal=1.9635e-05
rpm-3.0000e-04 dp=3.9477e-01 eff=7.00OOe-01 power=-1.6225ei05
rat dp=3,9477e+01 rat -torque=5.1645e+01 rat-rpm=3.OOee04
rat m=1.9000e+00 rat eff-7.OOOOe-01 inertia-1.0000e-01
diam=5.OOOOe-02 area-1l.9635e-03
dp=3.5675e-01 pf=5.9355e-03
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thermodynamic data for HYDROGEN with flow id -THR-tH2
pc'=12.800000, tc-33.200000, tb=20.400000, molwt=2.016000
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 8.5613e+02 Space side= 7.7407e+01
task: sta

n=0

f=1.162917e+00

x= 1.000000e-02

3.000000e+03

c= 1.162917e+00

0.000000e+00

***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side- 8.5613e+02 Space side- 7.7407e+O1
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 8.5613e+02 Space side- 7.7407e+'01
h= 3.7440e-04 hs= 3.7440e-04 mu=0.O0e+00 n=3.74e-04 s=3.74e-04 a=1.00e+00
***WARNING: Design nozzle temp at section 09 is
Exhaust side= 8.5613e+02 Space side= 7,/407e+G1
task; sta n-1 f=2.955424e-09
x= 2.934936e-02 3.000000e+-03
c=-2.955424e-09
0.000000e-00
output of model flows
model

temp

pxes

mass

enth

entr

dens

vela

gas_1
valv_1
pi-l
pump_1
spi1
pump_2
pi_2
rgen_ 1
pi_4
valv_3
gtl
p1_5
valv_4
spi1
valv_2
pi_3
mX_1
htss_1
exnz_1

20.0
0.99
19.9
0.89
19.9
0.89
32.6
60.10
32.6
60.10
42.1 148.93
42.1 148.89
467.2
89.33
467.2
89.31
467.2
88.41
424.2
58.94
424.2
58.93
424.2
58.34
32.6 60.10
32.6 58.34
32.6 58.34
214.9
58.34
3000.0
55.42
1086.8
0.29

gas_1
vai-v 1
pi-l

diam=5.OOOOe-02 area-~19635e-03
dp-9.8692e-02 pf-1.OOOOe-01
dp=8.8823e-05
length -1.OOOe+00 diam=5.OOOOe-02 area=1.9635e-03
rat-pf=1.OOO0e-04 rat-m=3.8000e±00
rum par=l
rpm='3.OOO0e+04 dp-5.9216e+01 eff-7.OOOOe-01 power=-4.2129e+05
rat-dp-5.9215e+01 rat torque=1.3410e+02 rat_rpm=3.00(0-.Q4

pump-_1

3.800
3.800
3.800
3.800
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
3.800
3.800
3.800

-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.1280e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-3.8250e+06
-3,8250e+06
2.3171e+06
2.3171e+i06
2.3171e+06
1.7155e+06
1.7155e+06
1.7155e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-4.0171e+06
-1.1508e+06
4.3762e+07
1.1281e+07

-1.0589e+05
-1.0575e+05
-1.0575e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0374e+05
-1.0091e+05
-1.0091e+05
-6.0039e+04
-6.0037e+04
-5.9995e+04
-5.9635e+04
-5.9634e+04
-5.9591e+04
-1.0374e+05
-1,0367e+05
-1.0367e+05
-6.8931e+04
-2.8897e+04
-2.4162e+04

7.712e+01
25.1
7.731e+01
25.1
7.731e+01I
25.0
6.692e+01
25.0
6.692e+01
14.5
6.943e+01
14.5
6.943e+01
13.9
4.563e+00
13.9
4.562e+00
212.1
4.518e+00
212.1
3.346e+00
212.1
3.345e+00
289.3
3.31.3e+400 289.3
6.692e+0!
14.5
6.660e+01
11.5
6.660e+01
14.5
6.534e+00
296.2
4.521e-01
296.2
6.548e-03 8065.4

qual
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

NJ

IpKrtm-3,60O0e+OO rat-,ef f-7.7.OO0e-01-inertia-1O000O0e-01
'dl amO-5.OO0OOe-02 diaml-5.OOOOe-02 areaO'-1.9635e-03 areal=.-.9635e-03.
shft_1
rpm-3.OOOOe+04 power-0.OOO0e+OO i.nertia-O.OOO0ei-O
pump_2
rpm-3.OOO0e+04 dp-8.8824e+O1 eff-7.OOOOe-3. power--3.6506e+05
rat_dp=8 .8823e+Ol rat torque-i .1620e+02 rat rpm-3.OOO0e+04
rat m-1.9000e+OO rat-eff-7.OOOOe-O1 inertia-1.OOOOe-O1
pi-k
dp-4.1369e-02
length=1.OOO0e+0O dian-5.OOOOe-02 area-1.9635e-03
ratjpf=1.OOO0e-O4 rat-m=1.1400e+OO
iiumr_par-i
valv_2
dp-1.7640e+0O pf-2.9349e-02
pi_3
dp-2.9765e-03
length=1.OOO0e+OO diain-5.OaOOe-02 area=1.9635e-03
ratjpf-1.OOOOe-O4 rat-m=2.6600e+OO
numpar-1
mx_1
diain-5.OOOOe-02 area=1.9635e-03
gt_1
rpm-3.OOO0e+04 eff-8.0OOOe-O1 power-1.1430e+06
rat-cmass-4. 6449e-O1 rat cspeed-1 .387 9e+03
ratpr-1 .5000e+OO inertia-I . OOOe+OO
valv_-3
dp-8.9307e-O1 pf-1.OOOOe-02
valv_4
dp-5.8926e-O1 pf-1.OOOOe-02
pi_4
dp=2.4814e-02
length-1,OOO0e+OO diam-5.OOOOe-02 area=1.9635e-03
ratpf-1.OOOOe-04 rat-m-1.1400erOO
numpar-1
pi_5
dp-1.6373e-02
length-1.OOO0e+OO diarn-5.OOOOe-02 area-1.9635e-03
ratypf-1.OOOOe-04 rat-m-1.1400e+OO
numr_par-i
htss_1
heat-1.7067e+08
exnz_1
rnreq-3.8OO0e+00 thrust-4.3744e+04 impulse=1.1747e+03
diam-6.7416e-02 area-3.5696e-03
aexp-4 .4620e-Oi eff-8 .5000e-O1
rgen_1
tcomb-3.OOO0e+03 rat-rn-1.9000e+OO

--

N2

APPENDIX 0
Determination of Normalized Ignition and Payload Nasses
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